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Editor Guide 

 Introduction for Editor or Reviewer   

All the editor group members are to be assigned as a evaluator(editor or reviewer) to submitted journal 

papers at the discretion of the Editor-in-Chief. It will be informed by eMail with a Member Login ID and 

Password.  

Once logined the Website via the Member Login menu in left as a evaluator, you can find out the paper 

assigned to you. You can evaluate it there. All the results of the evaluation are supposed to be shown in 

the Author Homepage in the real time manner. You can also enter the Author Homepage assigned to 

you by the Paper ID and the author's eMail address shown in your Evaluation Webpage. In the Author 

Homepage, you can communicate each other efficiently under the peer review policy. Please don't miss 

it!  

All the editor group members are supposed to be candidates of a part of the editorial board, depending 

on their contribution which comes from history of ICACT TACT as an active evaluator.  Because the main  

contribution comes from sincere paper reviewing role.  

 Role of the Editor   

The editor's primary responsibilities are to conduct the peer review process, and check the final camera-

ready manuscripts for any technical, grammatical or typographical errors.  

As a member of the editorial board of the publication, the editor is responsible for ensuring that the 

publication maintains the highest quality while adhering to the publication policies and procedures of 

the ICACT TACT(Transactions on the Advanced Communications Technology).  

For each paper that the editor-in-chief gets assigned, the Secretariat of ICACT Journal will send the 

editor an eMail requesting the review process of the paper.  

The editor is responsible to make a decision on an "accept", "reject", or "revision" to the Editor-in-Chief 

via the Evaluation Webpage that can be shown in the Author Homepage also.  

 Deadlines for Regular Review   

Editor-in-Chief will assign a evalaution group( a Editor and 2 reviewers) in a week upon receiving a 

completed Journal paper submission. Evaluators are given 2 weeks to review the paper. Editors are 

given a week to submit a recommendation to the Editor-in-Chief via the evaluation Webpage, once all or 

enough of the reviews have come in. In revision case, authors have a maximum of a month to submit 

their revised manuscripts. The deadlines for the regular review process are as follows: 
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Evalution Procedure Deadline 

Selection of Evaluation Group 1 week 

Review processing 2 weeks 

Editor's recommendation 1 week 

Final Decision Noticing 1 week 

 

 Making Decisions on Manuscript  

Editor will make a decision on the disposition of the manuscript, based on remarks of the reviewers. The 

editor's recommendation must be well justified and explained in detail. In cases where the revision is 

requested, these should be clearly indicated and explained. The editor must then promptly convey this 

decision to the author. The author may contact the editor if instructions regarding amendments to the 

manuscript are unclear. All these actions could be done via the evaluation system in this Website. The 

guidelines of decisions for publication are as follows: 

Decision Description 
Accept An accept decision means that an editor is accepting the paper with 

no further modifications. The paper will not be seen again by the 
editor or by the reviewers.  

Reject The manuscript is not suitable for the ICACT TACT publication.  

Revision The paper is conditionally accepted with some requirements. A 
revision means that the paper should go back to the original 
reviewers for a second round of reviews. We strongly discourage 
editors from making a decision based on their own review of the 
manuscript if a revision had been previously required. 

 

 Role of the Reviewer   

Reviewer Webpage:  

Once logined the Member Login menu in left, you can find out papers assigned to you. You can also 

login the Author Homepage assigned to you with the paper ID and author's eMail address. In there you 

can communicate each other via a Communication Channel Box.  

Quick Review Required:  

You are given 2 weeks for the first round of review and 1 week for the second round of review. You must 

agree that time is so important for the rapidly changing IT technologies and applications trend. Please 

respect the deadline. Authors undoubtedly appreciate your quick review.  
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Anonymity:  

Do not identify yourself or your organization within the review text.  

Review:   

Reviewer will perform the paper review based on the main criteria provided below. Please provide 

detailed public comments for each criterion, also available to the author.  

 How this manuscript advances this field of research and/or contributes something new to the 
literature?  

 Relevance of this manuscript to the readers of TACT?  
 Is the manuscript technically sound?  
 Is the paper clearly written and well organized?  
 Are all figures and tables appropriately provided and are their resolution good quality?  
 Does the introduction state the objectives of the manuscript encouraging the reader to read on?  
 Are the references relevant and complete?  

 

Supply missing references:   

Please supply any information that you think will be useful to the author in revision for enhancing 

quality of the paperor for convincing him/her of the mistakes.  

Review Comments: 

If you find any already known results related to the manuscript, please give references to earlier papers 

which contain these or similar results. If the reasoning is incorrect or ambiguous, please indicate 

specifically where and why. If you would like to suggest that the paper be rewritten, give specific 

suggestions regarding which parts of the paper should be deleted, added or modified, and please 

indicate how.  
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Journal Procedure 

Dear Author,  

 You can see all your paper information & progress. 

 

 Step 1. Journal Full Paper Submission  

 Using the Submit button, submit your journal paper through ICACT Website, then you will get new 

paper ID of your journal, and send your journal Paper ID to the Secretariat@icact.org for the review and 

editorial processing. Once you got your Journal paper ID, never submit again! Journal Paper/CRF 

Template  

 Step 2. Full Paper Review  

 Using the evaluation system in the ICACT Website, the editor, reviewer and author can communicate 

each other for the good quality publication. It may take about 1 month.  

 Step 3. Acceptance Notification  

 It officially informs acceptance, revision, or reject of submitted full paper after the full paper review 

process.   

Status Action 
Acceptance Go to next Step. 

Revision Re-submit Full Paper within 1 month after Revision Notification.  

Reject Drop everything.  

 

 Step 4. Payment Registration 

 So far it's free of charge in case of the journal promotion paper from the registered ICACT conference 

paper! But you have to regist it, because you need your Journal Paper Registration ID for submission of 

the final CRF manuscripts in the next step's process. Once you get your Registration ID, send it to 

Secretariat@icact.org for further process.   

 Step 5. Camera Ready Form (CRF) Manuscripts Submission   

 After you have received the confirmation notice from secretariat of ICACT, and then you are allowed to 

submit the final CRF manuscripts in PDF file form, the full paper and the Copyright Transfer Agreement. 

Journal Paper Template, Copyright Form Template, BioAbstract Template,  
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Journal Submission Guide 

All the Out-Standing ICACT conference papers have been invited to this "ICACT Transactions on the 

Advanced Communications Technology" Journal, and also welcome all the authors whose conference 

paper has been accepted by the ICACT Technical Program Committee, if you could extend new contents 

at least 30% more than pure content of your conference paper. Journal paper must be followed to 

ensure full compliance with the IEEE Journal Template Form attached on this page.  

 How to submit your Journal paper and check the progress?  

Step 1. Submit  Using the Submit button, submit your journal paper through ICACT 
Website, then you will get new paper ID of your journal, and send your 
journal Paper ID to the Secretariat@icact.org for the review and editorial 
processing. Once you got your Journal paper ID, never submit again! Using 
the Update button, you can change any information of journal paper 
related or upload new full journal paper.  

Step 2. Confirm  Secretariat is supposed to confirm all the necessary conditions of your 
journal paper to make it ready to review. In case of promotion from the 
conference paper to Journal paper, send us all the .DOC(or Latex) files of 
your ICACT conference paper and journal paper to evaluate the difference 
of the pure contents in between at least 30% more to avoid the self 
replication violation under scrutiny. The pure content does not include any 
reference list, acknowledgement, Appendix and author biography 
information.  

Step 3. Review  Upon completing the confirmation, it gets started the review process thru 
the Editor & Reviewer Guideline. Whenever you visit the Author 
Homepage, you can check the progress status of your paper there from 
start to end like this, " Confirm OK! -> Gets started the review process -
> ...", in the Review Status column. Please don't miss it!  
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Abstract—The near Shannon capacity approaching low-density
parity-check (LDPC) linear block codes are now in widespread
use in modern systems including the long term evolution ad-
vanced (LTE-A) cellular, 802.11n Wi-Fi and DVB-S2 satellite
communications standards. The decoders based on the iterative
belief propagation algorithm provide near optimum performance
but also have very high computational complexity. Therefore
significant research has recently focused on reduced complex-
ity architectures based on the group of so-called bit-flipping
algorithms. In the basic bit-flipping algorithm the number of
failed parity checks for each bit is computed and the bit with
the maximum failed parity checks is inverted. Inverting bits
above a certain threshold removes the complexity involved with a
maximum-search and, adaptive thresholds on each bit can further
reduce the computation overhead. The criterion for the threshold
update affects the error and convergence performances. Here, we
describe a low-complexity architecture that has two (or more)
decoder branches each with a different threshold scaling factor
and select the threshold and bits at each iteration from the branch
with the lowest syndrome sum. We then investigate the effect of
adding a random Uniform or Gaussian noise perturbation to the
threshold in order to reduce the average iteration count further
in order to provide the opportunity to escape from stuck decoding
states.

Index Terms—bit-flip algorithm, gradient-descent, reduced-
complexity, noise perturbation, LDPC decoding.

I. INTRODUCTION

Gallager first proposed LDPC codes in his 1963 PhD
thesis [1]. However until their rediscovery in the mid-1990s [2]
and coinciding with the availability of powerful low-cost
digital signal processors, their use was largely forgotten. Near-
optimum decoding performance can be achieved with the soft-
decision belief propagation algorithm (BPA) that computes
the marginal probabilities at the nodes on factor graphs [3].

Manuscript received June 27, 2012. The work was supported by the GCOE
program 2009-2012, Hokkaido University, Japan.

J. Webber was with the Graduate School of Information Science and
Technology, Hokkaido University, Kita-ku, Sapporo 060-0814, Japan. He
is now with Wave Engineering Laboratory, Advanced Telecommunications
Research Institute International (ATR), Kyoto, 619-0288, Japan. (Tel: +81-
774951313; email: jwebber@ieee.org).

T. Nishimura is with the Graduate School of Information Science and
Technology, Hokkaido University, Kita-ku, Sapporo, 060-0814, Japan. (Tel:
+81-117067396; email: nishim@ist.hokudai.ac.jp).

T. Ohgane is with the Graduate School of Information Science and
Technology, Hokkaido University, Kita-ku, Sapporo, 060-0814, Japan. (email:
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Y. Ogawa is with the Graduate School of Information Science and Tech-
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The highest performance is achieved with long-length cycle-
free codes and when the soft data at the decoder input is
independent. However, the BPA also features a very high
decoding complexity. At the other end of the complexity
spectrum reside the bit-flipping algorithms (BFA) which are
aimed at low-power portable applications. The average number
of iterations in the BFA is higher than that of the BPA, but at
each iteration a considerably smaller number of computations
are required which can be computed in parallel, and the overall
complexity is much less onerous.

In previous work we investigated the performance of a
low complexity dual-scaling factor bit-flipping decoder with
adaptive thresholds [4]. The addition of adding a simple noise
perturbation to escape a stuck decoding state was proposed
and initially investigated. In this paper we have extended the
research to examine in more detail the effects of the noise
perturbation on both the BER and iteration count. In partic-
ular, we investigate increasing the perturbation multiplication
coefficient as well as the iteration delay size before which the
perturbation is applied.

The paper is organized as follows: The belief propagation
and bit-flipping algorithms are discussed in Section II. The
adaptive bit-flipping technique together along with single
and multiple-branch scaling factor decoders are introduced in
Section III. The addition of a noise perturbation to escape a
stuck-state is proposed and the effect of a noise coefficient
multiplier and a sliding window counter concept are analysed
in Section IV. Bit error and iteration count performance results
are discussed in Section V and a conclusion is finally drawn
in Section VI.

II. DECODING ALGORITHMS

The received sample vector is y = (y1, y2, ..., yN ) and the
hard decoded bits are given by x ∈ {+1,−1}. A sparse parity
check matrix H is of size M ×N , where the number of check
nodes is M and the number of bits is N [5]. The non-zero
elements in column j are written as M(j) and the non-zero
elements in row i of H are N(i). The syndrome associated
with the m-th check node is denoted as sm or equivalently
the bipolar syndrome is written as

∏
j∈N(i) xj . It is often

instructive to graphically represent the parity check matrix by
a bipartite Tanner graph [6] with N variable nodes (number of
bits in the codeword) and M check nodes (number of parity
bits) (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. LDPC decoding using Tanner graph representation.

A. Belief Propagation

The belief propagation algorithm is based on the concept of
exchanging probabilities via ‘messages‘ between check nodes
and variable nodes which generally become more accurate
with each iteration. The message passed from the check node
to the variable node is the probability that the variable node
has a certain value given all the messages passed to that
check node in the preceding iteration from message nodes
except the variable node itself. At the same time, the message
passed from a variable node to a check node is the probabilty
that it has a certain value given its observed value, and all
values passed to it in the previous iteration from check nodes
connected to it other than the check node itself [7]. Usually
the probabilities are represented by log-likelihood ratios. The
algorithm provides optimum performance but at the cost of
very high computational complexity.

B. Bit-flipping algorithms

The sign of a single bit n with a maximum inversion
function, En is inverted at each iteration in the basic BFA.
A weighted BF (WBF) algorithm was proposed by Kou et
al. [8] that incorporates a term related to the energy of the least
reliable bit involved in each check. This however necessitates
a search over the complete slot-length which contributes to an
increased complexity and delay. The WBF is expressed as

En =
∑

i∈M(n)

{minj∈N(i)|yj |}
∏

j∈N(i)

xj , (1)

where ymin
m is the least reliable message node associated with

the m-th check.
Given that two message bits have contributed to a failed

parity check, it is the message with the highest energy |yj |
that is deemed most likely to be correct. In the reliability
ratio algorithm [9] a normalization factor Rij = β

|yj |
|ymax

i |
is calculated where |ymax

i | is the highest soft magnitude of
all message nodes associated with the m-th check (Eq. 2).
The normalization improves the performance with respect
to the WBF algorithm but the division operation in the
initialization stage contributes to an increased complexity.
An implementation-efficient reliability ratio WBF (IRRWBF)
algorithm was subsequently proposed which lowered the com-
plexity particularly when the iteration count was low and the
code length was high [10].

En =
∑

i∈M(n)

∏
j∈N(i)

/Rij . (2)
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Fig. 2. Concept of the stuck decoding states. The step-size is reduced on
reaching a local-maxima and increased on escaping it. Eventually the correct
codeword is found.

where, Rij = β
|yj |

|ymax
i | . In addition to the syndrome sum the

gradient descent bit flipping (GDBF) algorithm [11] includes
a correlation term between the initial received soft and hard
decision which should be large and positive for a correctly
estimated bit [11].

∆GD
n (x) =

∑
i∈M(n)

∏
j∈N(i)

xj + xnyn. (3)

A bit is inverted if ∆GD
n (x) is less than a global threshold.

An objective function indicates the state of the algorithm at
each iteration and is defined as

fGD(x) =
∑

i∈M(n)

∏
j∈N(i)

xj +
N∑

n=1

xnyn. (4)

By monitoring the objective function it was proposed to switch
from a large step-size (multiple bit-flips) to a small step-size
if a stuck decoding state was detected. On such occasions a
single small-descent of the objective function using a lower set
threshold with a random component was shown experimentally
to improve the performance. On escaping a local-maxima
the step-size can then increase and eventually the correct
codeword is found (Fig. 2).

III. ADAPTIVE FLIPPING THRESHOLDS

Recently adaptive thresholds for codes with a large number
of checks per bit were investigated by Cho [12]. The benefit
gained from inverting erroneous bits minus the loss from in-
verting correct bits was defined as the ‘flipping-gain’. A known
monotonically increasing number of errors was injected into
a packet, and the threshold range p that produced a flipping-
gain greater than one was calculated. It was observed that there
was indeed an optimal threshold that resulted in a minimum
number of iterations. It was conjectured that a similar analysis
could be applied to parity check codes containing a smaller
number of checks per bit, (e.g. as M=3), using non-integer
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Fig. 3. The updated threshold λn,k+1 for bit n at iteration k+1 is computed
by summing one or more shifted versions of the previous threshold λn,k .

thresholds (e.g. 1.33) and using a probabilistic strategy (e.g.
thresholds 1.0, 1.0, 2.0).

In [13], an adaptive threshold λn was set on each bit. The
sign of a bit was inverted if its inversion function was below
the particular threshold (5), and otherwise it’s threshold was
lowered.

En(k) ≤ λn(k). (5)

The threshold update rule is written as (6)

λn(k + 1) = θ λn(k), (6)

where k is the iteration number and θ is a threshold scaling
value. With this technique the algorithm moves naturally
from many to few bit-flips as the threshold is successively
lowered. The computational complexity is lowered as each
bit-processing operation (i.e. scaling / inversion) is computed
independently of other bits. Furthermore, the physical hard-
ware multiplier can be replaced a simple shift if the scale
factor is chosen to be proportional to a power of two (Fig. 3).

A. Threshold scaling factor

The scaling factor θ in this paper is expressed as the sum
of two fractional parts as :

θ = 2−dX + 2−dY , (7)

where dX and dY are integers. The range of values for θ that
were investigated in this work along with the required shifts
are listed in TABLE I. To generate the threshold update λn(k+
1) = 0.625λn(k) for example, the current threshold λn(k)
is shifted once 1 place (i.e. 0.5), once 3 places (i.e. 0.125),
and the two partial products are summed. A small value of
θ (e.g. 0.5) clearly equates to a large step-size and a large
value of θ (e.g. 0.969) corresponds to a small step-size. By
applying more shift addition operations any arbitrary scaling
factor can be created, though for simplicity two additions were
demonstrated in this work.

B. Single scaling-factor

In this paper two progressive edge growth (PEG) regular
LDPC codes are investigated with their properties listed in
Table II. PEG codes are created with the aim to maximize the
girth (i.e. length of the shortest cycle) and therefore generally
provide good performance [14]. The inversion function En

recorded from a random trial at iteration 60 is plotted in Fig. 4.
The bits whose inversion function En are above the threshold

TABLE I
THRESHOLD SCALING VALUES, θ AND PARTIAL COMPONENTS.

θ (decimal) dX dY θA θB

0.5 1 0 1/2 0

0.625 1 3 1/2 +1/8

0.75 1 2 1/2 +1/4

0.875 0 3 1 -1/8

0.9375 0 4 1 -1/16

0.969 0 5 1 -1/32
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Fig. 4. Snapshot of the inversion function En of each bit at iteration 60
(θ=0.97). The mean value is indicated by the red horizontal line.

are flipped at each iteration. On flipping the value of the bits’
inversion function will change and become more negative as
its’ probability of being correct increases.

C. Multiple scaling-factors / branches

In this work a novel dual-scaling switching algorithm (DSA)
is proposed that jointly uses a fine and a coarse step-size
decoder. The estimated hard bits from the decode-branch that
have the minimum syndrome sum are passed to both decoder
branches for the start of the next iteration (Fig. 5). The
optional noise perturbation block is discussed further in the
next section. The algorithm is sumarized as

STAGE 1- Initialize the inversion thresholds λn=λ0, ∀ n.
Set State=1.
STAGE 2- Compute the inversion function En,
for m = 1, 2, ...,M .

TABLE II
LDPC CODE PROPERTIES.

Code Name [15] Rows Cols. Col. deg.

1 PEGReg504x1008 504 1008 3

2 PEGReg252x504 252 504 3
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STAGE 3- If En(θ2) ≥ λn, Flip bit n.
Else λn=θ2λn−1. Optionally add noise perturbation to λn.
STAGE 4- If state=1, Repeat STAGE 3 for θ=θ1.
STAGE 5- If Σsm(θ1) ≥ Σsm(θ2), Set state=2;

λn=λn(θ2),
∀ n and x=x(θ2); Deactivate branch no.1 to reduce energy
consumption. Else λn=λn(θ1), ∀ n and x=x(θ1).
STAGE 6- Terminate if Σsm = 0 or maximum iterations

reached.
Else Goto STAGE 2.

s
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Fig. 5. Proposed dual scaling threshold algorithm flow chart showing optional
noise perturbation unit.

The number of failed parity checks versus iteration number
for the DSA is shown in Fig. 6. The solid line (marked ‘.’) plots
the syndrome sum when θ1=0.5 and the solid line (marked
‘+’) when θ2=0.969. The number of failed checks decreased
to zero by iteration 98 using the small step-size. However, by
switching at iteration 11 from θ1=0.5 to θ2=0.969 when the
syndrome sum was lower on that branch, the number of failed
checks was rapidly reduced to zero by the 18th iteration.
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Fig. 6. Graph showing the syndrome sum versus iteration count. Single
scaling factor θ1=0.5 and θ2=0.97. ‘Switch’ indicates the dual branch decoder.

Although the overall complexity is increased relative to a
single branch decoder, this can be limited by deactivating
the θ1 branch once the θ2 branch produces less errors. The
optimum scaling factor is a function of the modulation, SNR,
and particular code characteristic which makes calculating
an optimum value very complex and an off-line statistical
approach was made in [13] through experiment trials.

A further benefit of the dual-scaling detector proposed here
is that both a real-time or off-line threshold calculation are
avoided. A three-branch (three-scaling factors) detector was
also evaluated but achieved only a small reduction in the
iteration count with respect to the dual-scaling decoder and
hence, due to the additional complexity, was not considered
further in this work.

To reduced complexity an early-stopping algorithm was
investigated in which processing was stopped if f(k)=f(k −
10) or f(k)=f(k − 11). It was necessary to apply the two
conditions in case f(k) oscillates between two values such as
seen by the black zig-zag line in Fig. 6.

IV. NOISE PERTURBATION

The local minima are a feature of the gradient descent
algorithm where trapped search points occur but the estimated
sequence does not correspond to the transmitted code-word.
In such a situation we investigate the technique of inserting
a small random perturbation to the threshold of each bit
whenever the syndrome sum does not change over a sliding
window of the previous W iterations. When this condition is
satisfied a new random noise sample zn is added to the current
value of λn as shown by

λn+1 = λn +Kzn, (8)

where zn is a random Uniform or Gaussian sample for bit n
and K is a noise perturbation coefficient typically between 1.2
and 2.4 for Uniform noise and 0.7 to 1.3 for Gaussian noise.
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A. Temporal study

We first investigate through experiment the instantaneous
effect on the syndrome sum of adding a noise perturbation.
In Fig. 7 Uniform noise was injected at iteration 50 and
subsequently at intervals of 10 iterations thereafter. We observe
a small but noticeable lowering in the number of syndrome
errors at iterations 50, 80 and 110. Due to the random nature
of the noise perturbation, there can be occasions when there
is no improvement such as at iteration 100 for example.

In the absence of a random perturbation, the syndrome
sum recorded during another random decoding trial, is plotted
in Fig. 8. Next, using the same received signal sequence y
for fairness, the syndrome sum is computed in a trial with
perturbation permitted (Fig. 9). The benefit of the the random
perturbation can clearly be seen where a stuck decoding state
was successfully exited and the syndrome sum reduced to zero
by iteration 66. On adding the perturbation, the particular bits
whose current inversion function is nearest to the threshold
are most likely to be inverted and the noise coefficient K
controls the number of additional bits that have the potential
to be inverted. Note that a program ’break’ was used within the
iteration loop and in parallel the three independent decoders
were ran generating the red, blue, black curves. Once the
syndrome sum was zero on the red dual-threshold detector,
the loop was exited and so the trajectories for the blue and
black curves are not plotted beyond iteration 66, even though
they would continue in normal operation.

In the following two subsections we study in more detail
the effects of the noise coefficient multiplier K and the sliding
window counter size W . In particular, we aim to find optimum
values through experimentation across a range of practical
signal to noise ratios.

B. Noise coefficient

A very low noise coefficient K would result in applying
no perturbation and too high a value would cause the flipping
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Fig. 8. Syndrome sum for another trial without added random perturbation.

threshold to be adjusted too quickly with a similar effect to
that of a large step-size θ. Thus an optimum coefficient range
would be expected and an experiment was set-up to find the
range. The number of iterations versus the noise coefficient
were recorded across the SNR range from 2-4 dB. It is shown
in Fig.10 that in the transition region the optimum value is
about 1.6 for both Code 1 (top) and Code 2 (bottom).

A comparison between Gaussian and Uniform noise pertur-
bations is shown in Fig.11. It was found that in terms of the
number of iterations, the same performance can be achieved
when K was set to 1.0 when applying a Gaussian source
and 1.5 for Uniform sources. This result was valid for both
LDPC codes Code 1 and Code 2.

C. Sliding window counter size

The noise perturbation is only required when a stuck de-
coding state is reached. This can be detected when there is
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Fig. 9. Plot showing syndrome sum with added perturbation. This trial used
the exact same received soft data, y as in Fig. 8 for fairness.
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Fig. 10. Effect of the noise coefficient K on iteration count for Code 1 (top)
and Code 2 (bottom).

no improvement in the syndrome sum despite the threshold
being lowered over a number of iterations. In such a situation
a counter is incremented at each iteration and otherwise reset
to zero if the threshold was successfully lowered. If the counter
reaches a set number, referred to as the sliding window counter
size W then a noise perturbation is added.

If a perturbation is added too soon the benefit of a small
step-size is not realized as there is little opportunity to slowly
lower the threshold. On the other hand, if the perturbation is
added too late then the algorithm takes an unnecessary long
time and wasteful iterations are required increasing the power
consumption. It was therefore thought that an optimum range
for the sliding window counter would exist.

In this experiment the counter is varied between 10 and 30
iterations and the maximum number of iterations was set
at 125. The resulting number of iterations until convergence (or
algorithm termination) is shown in Fig.12 for Code 1 (top) and
for Code 2 (bottom). The effect of the sliding window length
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W on the average number of iterations as the SNR increases
is shown in Fig.13 Code 1 (top) and Code 2 (bottom).

The effect of the noise coefficient K on the average number
of iterations for various SNR is shown for Code 1 in Fig.14
for (top) Gaussian and (bottom) Uniform perturbation noise
sources. The optimum value is observed when the BER
gradient is at its largest value. For the case of Code 1 we can
clearly see a minimum number of iterations exist at between 2
and 4 dB SNR for both Gaussian and Uniform noise sources.
In low SNR or as the algorithm approaches convergence there
is clearly no benefit in adding the perturbation. Further work
could investigate the optimum value for each threshold factors.

V. ERROR PERFORMANCES

The error performances of the various bit flipping algorithms
were evaluated in an AWGN channel through simulation. The
maximum number of iterations was set at 150 with BPSK
modulation. In the BER evaluation the sliding window counter
size, W was set at 10 iterations. Although the IRRWBF al-
gorithm performed the best it also has the highest complexity.
The BER depends on the particular value of θ when the
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number of iterations is limited as shown in Fig. 15. When
θ=0.5, more bits are inverted on average per iteration and the
overall performance is worse than when θ=0.97. The proposed
DSA with θ=0.625/0.97 performed as well as well as the one
with a single θ=0.97 but its advantage is the reduced iteration
count as seen in Fig. 16 where the average number required
is lowered by 41% from 66 to 39 at 4 dB SNR. The number
of iterations of the ‘Dual early-stop’ algorithm was similarly
reduced to 17 at an Eb/N0 of 4 dB.

The performance of the random perturbation decoders are
denoted by ‘+ perturb.’. At the BER of 10−3, an improvement
of 0.5 dB was obtained for the dual scaling decoder with
perturbation (Fig. 17). As the fine step-size decoder slowly
converges to the desired solution there is only a small improve-
ment in BER. However, at 3 dB Eb/N0 the number of itera-
tions was reduced on average by (16.4, 9.2, 2.0) for the (dual-
scale, θ=0.63 and θ=0.97) decoders respectively (Fig.18). The
corresponding savings were (11.0, 10.1, 2.6) iterations at4 dB
Eb/N0.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The error and convergence rates of adaptive threshold bit-
flipping algorithms have been studied. A dual-scaling archi-
tecture was proposed that applies the hard bit estimates and
thresholds at each iteration from either the fine or coarse
step-size decode branch depending on its respective syndrome
sum. The dual-scale architecture with θ=0.63/0.97 performed
as well as that of the single step-size θ=0.97 decoder but the
average number of iterations was reduced by 41% at 4 dB
Eb/N0. By adding a small noise perturbation the average
iteration count of the dual-scale detector could further be
reduced by 11 cycles at 4 dB Eb/N0. An optimum value for
the perturbation coefficient was found to be 1.6 for Uniform
noise and applied after a delay of 20 iterations. Further work
could investigate the optimum value as a function of the
threshold step-size.
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Abstract—By the advent of IPTV and smart TV, the 
broadcasting is transmitted using Internet. Bi-directional 
programs are appeared on broadcasting services. The 
convergence service combining with communication, information 
and web service are appeared too. 
N-Screen service is a killer service of smart TV. It uses several 
terminals, either fixed or mobile, to provide bi-directional, 
convergence and personal services with broadcasting service. 
N-Screen service can be classified into three categories: first, 
OSMU (One Source Multi Use) case, providing same contents to 
terminals having different capabilities such as screen size, CPU 
speed, memory, codec, network speed, etc. Second case is a 
vertical handover, continuous watching of content using different 
terminal. Third case is a collaborative service among multiple 
terminals. For example, a customer is watching soap opera using 
TV, while watching a specific scene related information or 
advertisement using his PAD or smart phone. 
In ITU-T SG13, the Y.sof (Service Scenario over FMC) was 
standardized. It defined detailed overall service scenarios using 
feature extraction of seamless mobile convergence service on 
several networks such as WiFi, 3G, WiMAX/WiBro. This 
standard extracts key features of five key elements: person, 
terminal, network, content, and service. Then, it analyzes 
relationships among key elements and suggests overall service 
scenario model. 
The service scenario model can be easily adopted on describing 
N-Screen service scenario because Y.sof handles scenario cases 
among several fixed or mobile terminals. 
In this paper, I will introduce Y.sof and classification of N-Screen 
service scenarios described using the standard. Also I will refer 
the standardization issues of N-Screen and its technologies. 

 
Keywords— IPTV, Smart TV, N-Screen, OSMU, FMC 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the environment where consumers use multiple 
devices according to time and place is being created. In this 
situation, multi-device platforms are gaining attention for  
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enabling users to enjoy the same content or services 
seamlessly, irrespective of which device / medium is used. N 
Screen which is recently getting attention falls into the broader 
concept of Multi-Device Service. N Screen is about enabling 
the user to use multiple devices, which means, it should be 
made up of integrated platforms for multi-devices. The core 
element of N Screen Service is a platform that mediates the 
use of content or services on multiple devices. [1,2] 

N Screen Services and Multi-Device Services are often 
used in the same meaning. Technically speaking, however, 
Multi-Device Service is a broader concept that encompasses N 
Screen Service. Multi-Device Service is, literally, to provide 
the same content or services on a variety of devices. Along 
with the evolution of the ICT environment, Multi-Device 
Services have been evolving as well. 

ITU-T Y.2720 Sup.14 describes overall scenario model for 
various services over FMC. In the overall scenario model, 
shown in Fig. 1, the red dotted box describes N- screen service 
scenario situation of an end user using his/her terminal devices 
while the features of service are operated on several devices 
synchronously. [3,4,5] An example is the case of displaying 
the same content on different types of terminals converting 
content quality. Another scenario is of an end user using 
his/her terminal devices while the unit feature of converged 
service is operated on separate devices synchronously. 
Examples are the case of displaying VOD on TV+STB, 
starting VOD using EPG displayed on mobile phone, and 
displaying VOD related information on a Notebook. 

 

 
Figure 1.  N-Screen part on Overall scenario model over FMC 
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In this paper, we describe various kinds of N-screen service 
scenarios based on overall scenario model over FMC. 

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF N-SCREEN SERVICES 

By the advent of IPTV and smart TV, the broadcasting 
through Internet is generalized. The bi-directional service is 
introduced on broadcasting by using Internet’s bi-directional 
transmission characteristic. The convergence services 
combined with telecommunication, information, web and 
personalized broadcasting services are appeared. Major 
feature of smart TV is intelligence such as smart search, 
extraction and UI technology providing customer targeted 
information on the limited size of TV screen. N-Screen 
service is a killer service of smart TV providing various kinds 
of bi-directional, converged, personalized and intelligent 
contents and services to multiple fixed or mobile devices  

We can classify N-screen service scenarios as three cases. 
First case is sharing same content or service on more than one 
screen among multiple kinds of screen; For example, it is a 
service on which an end user can watch the same content on 
various terminals such as TVs with Setop, PCs, notebooks, 
PMPs, or smart phones.  
 

 
Figure 2.  Classification Case I of N-Screen Service: OSMU 

Another example of OSMU is migration of service among 
terminals. Figure 3 shows an example of OSMU of service. 
User can use smart TV application showing maps of specific 
location, while the user want to send an e-mail to her/his 
friend. Because it is difficult to write an e-mail on smart TV, 
the user migrate the e-mail window to his smartphone. 

 

 
Figure 3.  Classification Case I of N-Screen Service: OSMU of service 

Second case is consuming same contents on several devices 
continuously. . It is considered as one of the representative 
service supporting service mobility among multiple kinds of 
screens. 

 

 
Figure 4.  Classification Case II of N-Screen Service: Handover 

Third case is providing collaborating service among 
multiple devices. The service provides to customer is consist 
of different shape of services that is operated on separate 
screen. For example, PAD operates as EPG terminal for an 
IPTV. A customer can select a program he wants to see and 
the selected program is displayed on TV screen with 
synchronous manner. 

 

 
Figure 5.  Classification Case I of N-Screen Service: Collaboration 

More advanced example of case III collaboration is ASMD 
(Adaptive Source Multi-Device) shown on figure 6. In ASMD 
service scenario, user can divide and combine services making 
convergence services. In figure 6, three persons are watching 
TV while they are using their own handheld device such as 
mobile phone and pad. While watching music program, each 
person are using music program related services. Person A 
watches different angle scenes. Person B watches celebrity 
news about the singer who is showed in TV screen. Person C 
watches album about the singer. By a touch of each person’s 
handheld device, the services shown in each person’s device 
transmitted to big TV screen and displayed in combined mode. 

This ASMD type of N-Screen service will bring new 
watching pattern on smart TV by providing collaborating TV 
services with mobile devices. There will bring new business 
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opportunities by providing convergence services combining 
broadcasting, telecommunications and web service freely. 

 

 
Figure 6.  Classification Case III of N-Screen Service: ASMD 

III.  Y.SOF: SERVICE SCENARIOS OVER FMC 

One of the essential benefits of the NGN is a supporting of 
convergences such as a fixed mobile convergence (called 
FMC), telecom-broadcasting converged service like IPTV. 
ITU-T produced several Recommendations on FMC and IPTV, 
especially in the ITU-T Y.2000 series of Recommendations. 
ITU-T is developing more detailed aspects of supporting the 
FMC, taking consideration of the fact that various services are 
waiting to utilize the FMC as their service infrastructure, 
which will extend their service coverage as well as give more 
benefits to the user. 

This Supplement to the ITU-T Y.2000-series 
Recommendations on the scope of service scenarios over the 
FMC provides service scenarios which are used over FMC. 
This Supplement uses the features of involved key elements of 
FMC to guide how services can be provided in detail. This 
Supplement also introduces overall configurations and 
scenario models to identify service scenarios over the FMC. 

There are five key elements to define: Person, Terminal, 
Network, Contents and Service. 

 Person (End User): This is a key subject for consuming 
services over FMC. It is characterized by the location, 
that is, “Same Location” or “Change Location”  

 Terminal: This is a key device supporting services for 
the person. The person can own multiple terminal 
devices either fixed, mobile or Wireless. The terminal 
can be classified into two categories (Single mode and 
Multi mode) by the number of network connection 
interfaces. As single mode terminal provides a single 
connection to the network that is either fixed or mobile 
or wireless. A multi-mode terminal provides several 
ways of connection to the networks. In this supplement, 
we use a dual mode terminal as an example of a multi 
mode terminal. The dual mode terminal provides dual 
connections to the network that are either fixed, mobile 
or wireless. 

 Networks: This is a key part supporting mobility and 
FMC of the terminal. The network is composed of an 
access network and a core network. We can classify the 
access network by its technology basis, whether it is 
“Fixed”, “Mobile” or “Wireless”. 

 Contents: This is a key part that is presented by media 
files and media processing. The contents form services 
for the end user. 

 Service: This is a key part for the end users providing a 
set of functionalities enabled by a service provider. 

 
I will describe the features of key element bellows. 

A. Behavioural aspect of Person 

A person will use terminal device either keeping the same 
location or changing location. Changing the location causes 
supporting of mobility if the person wishes to keep current 
services. So we can determine the features of the person’s key 
element by the location, whether it is, “Same location” or 
“Change location”. 

 
Figure 7.  Features of Person 

B. Capability aspect of Terminal 

The terminal is operated following the behaviour of the 
person while trying to keep the service continuity. As a result 
of following person’s behaviour, it is decided whether the 
capability of the terminal should be changed or not. 

 
Figure 8.   Example cases of Person’s behaviour of terminal usage 

For example, figure 8 shows three cases of the terminal 
capability change or no-change according to the behaviour of 
the person.  

First case shows the situation of the person watching high 
quality IPTV at home. He has to go to his company and he 
wants to watch the program seamlessly using his mobile 
phone. In this case the capability of the terminal is changed: 
from single mode, fixed network TV to dual mode, wireless 
network mobile phone.  

Second case shows the situation of the person moving his 
location from A (home, wireless network area) to B (company, 
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mobile network area), while continuing the service. In this 
case the capability of the terminal is changed: network mode 
change of mobile phone from wireless network to mobile 
network. 

Third case shows the situation of the person moving his 
location from B (company, mobile network area) to C 
(university, mobile network area), while continuing the 
service. In this case, there is no terminal capability change 
because it is merely a change of mobile base station.  

Therefore we can determine the features of the terminal key 
element by the capability, whether it is, the “Same capability” 
or “Different capability”. 
 

 
Figure 9.  Features of Terminal 

C. Capability aspect of Network  

The features of access network needs to be considered by 
the technology basis: Fixed, Mobile and Wireless. For those 
networks, the network capability may vary from one network 
to another. For example, a fixed broadband network is able to 
support much higher bandwidth than cellular wireless.  

Core network is a delivery part managing overall traffic 
transferring process such as re-routing, traffic congestion and 
failure in the routing path etc. The core network’s capability 
should be impacted by end user behaviour such as changing 
access networks. Therefore, core network features can be 
determined by “Same Capability” and “Different Capability”. 
 

 
Figure 10.  Features of Network 

D. Quality aspect of Contents 

We can determine features of the content by its quality such 
as trans-coding QoS parameters, such as encoding codec, 
resolution (CIF, SD, HD) or frame rate 

 Same quality: This is the case in which the source of 
contents should maintain the quality. From the contents 
point of view, there is no need to change trans-coding 
QoS parameters such as codec, resolution or frame rate. 

 Different quality: This is the case in which the source of 
contents should change the quality. From the contents 
point of view, there is a need to change the trans-coding 
QoS parameters such as codec, resolution or frame rate. 

Same
Quality

Different
Quality

 
Figure 11.   Features of Contents 

There are two cases for the Different quality: upgrade or 
downgrade. 

Example case for the upgrade is a handover from a mobile 
terminal to a TV requiring high quality video and network. 
The change of quality is required such as codec and resolution 
(CIF to HD). 

Example case for the downgrade is a handover from a TV 
to a mobile terminal. The change of quality is required such as 
codec and resolution (HD to CIF). 

E. Integration aspect of Service 

Service feature can be classified by its integration, whether 
it is, “service” or “Converged service”. A converged service 
can be composed of several services. 

 

 
Figure 12.   Features of Service 

F. Overall FMC configuration model 

This clause shows an overall high level configuration 
model over FMC. This is determined by considering the 
features of FMC key elements, and their characteristics. 

 
Figure 13.  Overall configuration model using features of key elements 

In this figure, a person will use his/her terminal device 
either maintaining the same location or changing the location. 
Changing the location demands support of mobility if the 
person wishes to keep services while moving. 

Then, a terminal device (either single mode or multiple 
modes) is operated to follow the behaviour of the person while 
keeping the network connection as much as possible. As a 
result of following user behaviour (handover to other terminal 
or change of network connection), the capability of the 
terminal function should be changed. 

In the case of access networks, it should be continuously 
changed according to the end user’s behaviour such as moving 
or changing the connection among fixed, mobile and wireless 
access networks. One important thing here is that changing the 
access network causes change in the connecting capability like 
bandwidth, or overall traffic management process. 

Sources of contents are influenced by the mobility, because 
the result of mobility either caused at terminal device or 
access network requires changing the QoS (downgrading or 
upgrading). Therefore this can be characterized by the quality: 
“Same Quality” or “Different Quality.” 

Service providers provide several types of service such as 
content on demand, real-time broadcasting IPTV service, IMS 
based caller ID service, information display etc. Service 
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providers can provide converged services by combining 
services such as displaying caller-ID, content related 
information while the customer is watching VOD. 

Using overall FMC configuration model, we can derive 
overall scenario model over FMC shown in Figure 1. 

In figure 1, scenario number 6 shows N-screen scenario 
case. This is a scenario of an end user using his/her terminal 
devices while the features of service are operated on several 
devices synchronously. An example is the case of displaying 
the same content on different types of terminals converting 
content quality. Another scenario is of an end user using 
his/her terminal devices while the unit feature of converged 
service is operated on separate devices synchronously. 
Examples are the case of displaying VOD on TV+STB, 
starting VOD using EPG displayed on mobile phone, and 
displaying VOD related information on a Notebook. 

IV. N-SCREEN SERVICE SCENARIO: CASE I 

Case I N-screen is a service on which an end user can 
watch the same content on various terminals such as TVs with 
Setop, PCs, notebooks, PMPs, or smart phones. Each screen 
of terminals is used in a cooperative and synchronous manner. 

 

Content 
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Figure 14.  Overall configuration of N-screen case watching same content 

Figure 14 is a 3-screen service with content sharing. Three 
screen service allows an IPTV service subscriber consume 
IPTV service contents on TV, PC, and wireless screens. The 
basic type of 3-screen service is sharing the same IPTV 
service contents on more than one screen among the three 
kinds of screens. 

A. Service scenarios of N-screen service case watching same 
content on multi-devices 

1. [Service Provider > End-user(Person): watching N-
screen service on Terminal A] End-user(Person) is 
watching contents provided by content delivery 
functions of a service provider via network functions 
of a network provider using terminal A (For 
example, a TV with setop). The end-user may have a 
plan to watch the content using terminal B (For 
example, a Laptop) and Terminal C (For example, a 
mobile phone) at the same time.  

2. [End-user(Person)-> Service Provider: request N-
screen service to Terminal B,C] End user functions 

of the end-user request the terminal to provide 
current service to terminal B.  

3. [Service Provider: preparing N-screen service for 
terminal B & C] The N-screen service requested to 
display same content of terminal A to terminal B, C 
is processed by service provider’s service control 
function. The service control functions of the service 
provider adjust quality of contents to network 
bandwidth to be changed. The service control 
functions decide to transcode origin contents into 
suitable contents to be changed, considering display 
sizes to be changed. Application functions of the 
service provider may have contents mediation 
functions like codec convertors. The application 
functions converts content into small-size or big-size 
display, depending on the device profile and access 
network bandwidths. 

4. [Service Provider -> Terminal B,C -> End 
user(Person): using N-screen service] The newly 
generated contents are delivered into designated 
storage managed by content delivery functions. The 
content delivery functions send adjusted contents to 
terminal B and C. 
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Figure 15.  Service scenario of N-screen case watching same content 

V. N-SCREEN SERVICE SCENARIO: CASE II 

Case II N-screen is consuming same contents on several 
devices continuously. It is considered as one of the 
representative service supporting service mobility among 
multiple kinds of screens. Figure 16 is one of the examples of 
case II N-screen service. Below is the service scenario of case 
II N-screen: service continuity. 

A. Service scenarios of N-screen service case consuming 
same content on multi-devices continuously. 

1. [Service Provider-> End-user(Person): watching N-
screen service on Terminal A] End-user (Person) is 
watching contents provided by content delivery 
functions of a service provider via network functions 
of a network provider using terminal A (For 
example, a TV with STB in a living room).  
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Figure 16.  3-screen service with service continuity 

2. [End-user(Person): moving N-screen service on 
Terminal B] The end-user moves from living room 
to room A to watch the same content continuously 
using terminal B (For example, a Laptop). 

3. [Terminal B-> Service Provider: request N-screen 
service to Terminal B] Terminal B is authenticated 
as an N-screen service and requests the service 
provider to send the same content. 

4. [Service Provider: preparing N-screen service for 
terminal B] The N-screen service requested to 
display same content continuously on the terminal B 
is processed by service provider’s service control 
function. The service control functions of the service 
provider adjust quality of contents to network 
bandwidth to be changed. The service control 
functions decide to transcode origin contents into 
suitable contents to be changed, considering display 
sizes to be changed. Application functions of the 
service provider may have contents mediation 
functions like codec convertors. The application 
functions converts content into small-size or big-size 
display, depending on the device profile and access 
network bandwidths. 

5. [Service Provider -> Terminal B -> End 
user(Person): using N-screen service] The newly 
generated contents are delivered into designated 
storage managed by content delivery functions. The 
content delivery functions send adjusted contents to 
terminal B. 

6. [End-user(Person): moving N-screen service on 
Terminal C] The end-user moves from room A to 
room B to watch the same content continuously 
using terminal C (For example, a Cellular phone). 
The terminal C shows the same content continuously 
through the same process as described above. 
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Figure 17.  Service scenario of N-screen case consuming same content on 

multi-devices continuously 

VI. SCENARIO FOR N-SCREEN SERVICE CASE III SCENARIO 1: 

TARGETED ADVERTISING SERVICE TO SEPARATE 

TERMINAL 

I will describe N-screen service scenario case III example, 
targeted mobile advertisement service that is a collaborative 
case.  

Targeted advertisement service is providing Ad to person’s 
mobile terminal while he is watching VOD on TV screen. 
During watching a VOD channel, logging and selecting 
keyword may be required to initiate the service. Choosing 

‘keyword’ plus ‘interests’ among menus may load Ad service 

web pages, which gathers related Ad contents and metadata 
from Web and 3rd party Ad server. The login user’s interests 
are dependent on user profile. In case that the keyword 
belongs to ‘people’, the person may appear in aggregated 
commercial advertisement. As supplementary Ads, banner 
advertisement, which is inserted by advertiser’s request, is 

located near targeted advertising service or other convergence 
services. 

 
Figure 18.  Targeted Advertising Service 

The split EPG terminal has function to control IPTV 
service via home AP. A mobile user in the right of figure 18 
watches golf sports channel in VOD service. He already gave 
his preference to the profile enabler via open service platform. 
For instance, since the profile enabler knows he enjoys golf as 
outdoor sports, when he detects golf driver on watching golf 
contents, the mobile ad process enabler may give him ad 
moving picture about newly released golf driver. Mobile ad 
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process enabler may give helpful information to him as well 
as connect to the purchase step by the mobile device. 
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Figure 19.  Example system of Targeted Advertising Service 
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Figure 20.  Service flows of Targeted Advertising Service 

Figure 19 shows example of targeted advertisement using 
SDP. Mobile ad agent may be person or sub-system of an ad 
service provider. He also watches a golf VOD service via 
media enabler within open service platform. The mobile ad 
process enabler searches a golf ad among many ad contents of 
a mobile ad agent. That golf ad is related with revealed 
product in golf moving picture. The mobile ad process enabler 
acquires user preference and whether mobile users own split 
EPG terminals. The convergence enabler then inserts ad 
metadata into golf VOD. A mobile user with split EPG 
terminal requests to view that golf contents to open service 

platform. As soon as golf moving picture is delivered to an 
IPTV user, ad request event is generated. 

A. Service scenarios of N-screen service case collaborating 
convergence service: targeted advertising service to 
separate terminal. 

1. [Service Provider -> End-user(Person): watching 
VOD channel on Terminal A] End-User(Person) is  
watching VOD channel with Ad service which is 
provided content delivery functions of service 
provider via network functions of network provider 
using terminal A (For example, a  TV with setop). 
We suppose that end-user with Terminal A is a 
woman in forties and she likes to collect jewelry. 

2. [End-user(Person) -> Service Provider: initiate 
Targeted advertisement service on Terminal A] The 
end-user can login and select keyword to initiate the 
targeted advertisement service. By choosing 
‘keyword’ plus ‘interests’ on menues of Terminal A, 
related Ad contents and metadata from Web and 
3RD party Ad Server is gathered by service control 
functions of the service provider. 

3. [Service Provider: prefaring and generate targeted 
web pages for Terminal A] Targeted advertised 
content is generated with gathering Ad contents , 
metadata and profile information of end-user with 
Terminal A 

4. [Service Provider -> Terminal A-> End 
user(Person): using targeted advertised service with 
Terminal A] The newly generated content which has 
targeted information(For example, jewelry shops) for 
end-user with Terminal A is delivered to Terminal A 
by content delivery functions.   

5. [End user(Person) -> Service Provider : initiate 
Targeted advertisement service on Terminal B] End-
User(Person) has a hand-helded device such as 
smartphone. He lives with his mother who is end-
user using Terminal A. Let’s suppose that end-user 
with Terminal B is a man in twenties and he is 
interested in car so much. He can also initiate 
targeted advertised service by logining and selecting 
keyword.  At this time, user profile information of  
end-user with Terminal B is transmitted to the 
service control functions of the service provider. 
Related Ad contents and metadata for end-user with 
Terminal B from Web and 3RD party Ad Server is 
also  gathered by service control functions of the 
service provider. 

6. [Service Provider: prefaring and generate targeted 
web pages for Terminal B] Targeted advertised 
content is generated with gathering Ad contents , 
metadata and profile information of end-user with 
Terminal B 
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7. [Service Provider -> Terminal A-> End 
user(Person): using targeted advertised service with 
Terminal B] The newly generated content which has 
targeted information(For example, car Ad) for end-
user with Terminal B is delivered to Terminal B by 
content delivery functions.   
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Figure 21.  Service scenario of N-screen case using targeted advertising 

service 

VII. N-SCREEN SERVICE SCENARIO CASE III SCENARIO 

3: ASMD 

ASMD (Adaptive Source Multi-Device) is a collaborative 
case of N-screen service. The concept of collaborative case of 
N-screen is an existence of collaboration among multi-screen 
showing different content or services for screens. The ASMD 
adds content/service adaption concept upon the collaboration. 
For example, if a user watching TV content related news using 
his mobile phone, then he wants to transfer the news to big TV 
screen to share the news with his family. Because the size and 
resolution is different between TV and mobile phone, proper 
adaption should be done on service presentation. In ASMD 
type of collaborative N-screen service, it is not sufficient to 
provide service only by collaboration. 

A. Service scenarios of N-screen service case III 
collaborating: ASMD 

1. [Service Provider > End-user(Person): watching TV 
program(baseball) on Terminal A(Big-screen TV)] 
User1, 2, 3 (3 Persons) are watching TV program on 
Terminal A(Big-screen TV) provided by content 
delivery functions of a service provider via network 
functions of a network provider.  

2. [Service Provider > End-user(Person): using service 
on Terminal] User1, 2, 3 (3 Persons) are using 
services on their own handheld device (Terminal B, 
C, D). The services are related with TV program 
shown on Terminal A (Big-screen TV). For 
example, User 1 watches multi-angle scene of the 
baseball game on his smartphone. User 2 watches 
shorts news about the played baseball game on his 
tablet. User 3 uses baseball-game statistics service. 

3. [End-user(Person)-> Service Provider: request 
sending their services to Terminal A] End user 

functions of the end-user requests their own terminal 
B, C, D to transfer current service to terminal A to 
discuss about the game by watching each person’s 
service together. The N-screen service requested is 
to display combined contents of services of terminal 
B, C, and D. The N-screen Service control function 
receives the request. 

4. [Service Provider: preparing N-screen service for 
terminal A] The N-screen service control functions 
of the service provider adjust quality of services to 
fit the capabilities of different terminals. The 
Application function receives adapted content from 
service control function then sends it to terminal A 
using collaboration function of N-screen service 
control function.  
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Figure 22.  Service scenario of ASMD, N-screen collaborative case  

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

The major keywords for N-screen service are cloud 
computing and social TV. The cloud computing is expending 
its technological importance and business area. It is possible 
to provide information synchronization service inside home 
and dynamic resource allocation using cloud computing’s 
technologies such as virtualization, remote storage and mobile 
cloud [7]. Those kinds of services are closely related to N-
screen service.  

It is important to combine with social TV to invigorate N-
screen service business. Using social TV concept, it is easy to 
introduce N-screen into IPTV or smart TV because the 
customer can use collaborative services with main VOD or 
channel content. We described the targeted advertisement 
service that the customer watches advertisement content on 
different screen while he watches TV. At that scenario, we 
used service delivery platform to deliver IPTV and 
advertisement [8, 9, 10] 

N-screen service standardization is progressing through 
ITU-T Q24/SG13 for the service scenarios and use cases. The 
standardization of architecture and cloud computing related 
will be progressed. 

In this paper, we described N-screen service concept, N-
screen service classification, service scenario description 
method, and service scenarios. Among three cases of N-screen 
service classification, the case III, collaborative case among 
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several terminals is most importance in the aspect of business 
model. Right now, the telecommunication venders are 
focusing to provide OSMU and seamless case of N-screen. 
However the case III will catch user’s attention because of its 
variety of service cases and features. 
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Abstract—The MANETs have been experiencing exponential 
growth in the past decade.  However, their vulnerability to 
various attacks makes the security problem extremely prominent.  
The main reasons are its distributed, self-organized and 
infrastructure independent natures.  As concerning these 
problems, trust management scheme is a common way to detect 
and isolate the compromised nodes when a cryptography 
mechanism shows a failure facing inner attacks.  Among huge 
numbers of attacks, black hole attack may collapse the network 
by depriving the route of the normal communication.  The 
conventional proposed method achieved good performance facing 
black hole attack, while failing to detect gray hole attacks.  In this 
paper, a Dempster-Shafer (D-S) evidence based trust 
management strategy is proposed to conquer not only 
cooperative black hole attack but also gray hole attack.  In the 
proposed method, a neighbour observing model based on 
watchdog mechanism is used to detect single black hole attack by 
focusing on the direct trust value (DTV).  Historical evidence is 
also taken into consideration to go against gray hole attacks.  
Then, a neighbour recommendation model companied with 
indirect trust value (ITV) is used to figure out the cooperative 
black hole attack.  D-S evidence theory is implemented to 
combine ITVs from different neighbours.  Some of the neighbour 
nodes may declare a false ITV, which effect can also be 
diminished through the proposed method.  The simulation is 
firstly conducted in the Matlab to evaluate the performance of 
the algorithm.  Then the security routing protocol is implemented 
in the GloMoSim to evaluate the effectiveness of the strategy.  
Both of them show good results and demonstrate the advantages 
of proposed method by punishing malicious actions to prevent 
the camouflage and deception in the attacks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
he mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are flexible 
networks that inherit common characteristics found in 

wireless networks in general.  However, it adds characteristics 
specific to ad hoc networks, such as distributed, self-organized 
infrastructure and mobility.  MANETs have been primarily 
been implemented for tactical network related applications to 
improve battlefield communications and survivability.  Later 
the technology of MANETs is introduced to some other 
scenarios such as disaster relief, chemical leakage monitoring, 
forest fire monitoring, etc.  However, owing to its flexibility 
and infrastructure-independent nature, it is particularly 
vulnerable to various attacks compared with conventional 
networks.  And security problems in MANETs are mainly 
aroused by its unique characteristic such as dynamic network 
topology, limited bandwidth and limited battery power.  
Concerning about these, cryptography mechanisms, intrusion 
detection system (IDS) and efficient routing protocols are used 
to ensure the security of MANETs.  However, these 
conventional methods, especially cryptography method, fail to 
filter out compromised nodes or the legitimated ones with 
malicious actions.  Although lots of efficient routing protocols 
are proposed to ensure the security, routing attacks aroused by 
legitimated nodes that will make the protocols effectiveness.  
Possible attacks include passive eavesdropping, denial of 
service (DoS) attacks, wormhole attacks, sybil attacks etc.  As 
one type of DoS attacks, black hole attack can cause 
catastrophic damage to normal communication of a large area 
in the network.  The black hole nodes can launch routing 
attacks to deprive the routing path and relative operation such 
as dropping packets.  Most of the existing detection strategy 
either spends a large overhead or cannot prevent the 
cooperative black hole attack effectively.  This paper focuses 
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on the black hole attack and gray hole attack that malicious 
nodes pretend as if they have the shortest path to the 
destination and then deprive the routing. 

In order to detect a single black hole attack as well as a 
cooperative black hole attack, a neighbour nodes observation 
model (NNOM) and a neighbour recommendation trust model 
(NRTM) based on the former one is given in our previous 
study [1].  The method introduces a trust mechanism to detect 
inner attackers in ad hoc network.  The NNOM is based on the 
watchdog mechanism [2] and each node keeps on watching its 
own neighbour nodes while judging its communication 
behaviour.  These statistical data are used to compute a direct 
trust value (DTV) that would be compared with a predefined 
threshold to decide whether a neighbour node is a malicious 
node or not.  Even if a neighbour node acts as a normal node, 
the node would not be trusted immediately since the next hop 
of the node considers the case that a cooperative black hole 
attack is hidden behind.  That is, the NRTM is established 
among the nodes and the other neighbour nodes are asked to 
declare their opinion about the reputation of the two hop 
neighbour node.  Furthermore, an indirect trust value (ITV) is 
computed and simply compared with a predefined threshold to 
decide whether there is a cooperative black hole attack. 

Malicious nodes may act abnormally after a long period 
normal actions and their reputation still remains high.  It is 
known as another type of black hole attack: gray hole attack, 
which is taken in certain time period or to certain data packets.  
This kind of attack is more harmful and even more difficult to 
detect because of their malicious behaviour. 

In this paper, historical evidence based NNOM and DTV 
based on the Dempster-Shafer (D-S) evidence theory [3] are 
proposed to settle this problem.  The proposed method makes 
it difficult for each node to get a high reputation after a long 
run, but easy to lose it.  Moreover, the recommended 
reputation from some neighbour nodes with ulterior motives 
might confuse the final judgement of the mechanism.  The 
proposed method considers the data distance between two 
reputation evidences [4] and that makes the cheating impact 
on ITV minimized. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.  In section II, 
the single black hole attack and the cooperative black hole 
attack are introduced firstly.  Then related works are 
described.  In section III the D-S evidence theory is 
introduced.  Section IV describes the details of the proposed 
model and algorithms along with the processes step of the 

strategy.  The numerical result of algorithms and the network 
simulation study of security protocol are evaluated in section 
V and section VI, accordingly.  Finally, section VII concludes 
this paper. 
 

II. BLACK HOLE ATTACK AND RELATED WORKS 

A. Black Hole Attack and Gray Hole Attack 
Varieties of routing protocol are implemented in the 

MANET that can be classified into three categories:  
proactive, reactive, and hybrid.  Some famous and 
representative ones are destination sequence distance vector 
(DSDV) as proactive protocol, and dynamic source routing 
(DSR) along with ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) 
as reactive protocol [5].  Reactive routing protocols such as 
AODV initiate a route discovery process at the beginning of a 
communication when there is no valid and fresh route from 
the source node to the destination node.  In this process, 
destination sequence numbers and unique broadcast IDs are 
used to ensure that the routes are loop-free and freshness of 
the routes.  The source node broadcasts route request (RREQ) 
packets to all its neighbour nodes and the packets are relayed 
to next hop node until legitimated destination node receives 
them.  After receiving RREQ, the destination node or an 
intermediate node with fresh route to the destination responds 
it by unicasting a route reply (RREP) packet.  When the 
source node receives the RREP packet, the route is 
established.  Then communication between the source node 
and the destination node would be available though the route. 

In this route discovery phase, two types of black hole attack 
can be found: single attack and cooperative attack.  The 
attacks can be aroused in two phases: the RREQ phase and the 
RREP phase.  In this paper, the proposed method focuses on 
the black hole attack in the RREQ phase and the behaviour of 
malicious nodes in the same period.  

As is shown in Figure 1, a single black hole attack is done 
merely by one malicious node.  When a malicious node M 
receives RREQ message from the source node S, it sends back 
fallacious RREP message immediately without relaying it to 
the real destination node D through node 3.  Since the 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Single black hole attack 

 

   
Fig. 2. Cooperative black hole attack 
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malicious nodes gerrymander the sequence number and the ID 
number, node S is convinced that node D is the next hop of 
node M.  In this way, the malicious node is able to collect all 
the packets from the source node and do further actions such 
as dropping them or analysing the data.  In order to tackle this 
problem, some conventional methods are proposed to settle 
this kind of problem by monitoring the neighbour nodes’ 
activity.  However, it does not work properly when two or 
more malicious nodes cooperate together. 

Figure 2 illustrates an example of cooperative attack with 
malicious node M1 and M2.  When the source node S tries to 
find a route to the destination node D, it broadcasts RREQ to 
the destination node.  Since node 2 might watches the 
behaviour of node M1 closely, M1 tries to pretend to be a 
normal node and just relay the RREQ to node M2.  After node 
M2 receives RREQ from node M1, it begins malicious action 
that is the same as the single attack.  In this way, node M1 and 
M2 can hide in the network without being noticed by other 
normal nodes.  For the cases of more than two malicious 
nodes in the network, the harmful influence becomes greater 
since the prevention becomes much difficult. 

More harmful type of attacks in black hole attack is the gray 
hole attack [6].  The significant difference between the gray 
hole attack and black hole attack is that the former one only 
does the action in certain time period or to certain data.  A 
gray hole attack node firstly exploits the route by advertising it 
has the shortest path to the destination node, then the node can 
establish the route through it.  By doing this, it may be able to 
drop packets from a certain target node in certain time 
duration.  However, it turns to normal behaviour for other 
nodes to hide its malicious presence for most of the time.  In 
some other case, the malicious node may arouse attack to 
some certain data from the target node.  Therefore, the gray 
hole attack becomes more difficult to detect than the ordinary 
black hole attack. 
 

B. Related Works 
In our previous work, each node implements a global agent 

acting as a watchdog that detects the packets relaying of 
neighbour nodes [7], [8].  The model is called NNOM as is 
seen in Figure 3.  In this figure, node 1 keeps on watching 
node 2, 3, 4 and M.  When node M drops packets, the 
observation nodes begin to observe its abnormal behaviour.  
The node 1 calculates DTV on node M based on the statistical 
data of node M’s behaviour by using following Eq. (1): 
 

Di ( j) =
S

S + F
                                                               (1) 

where: 
Di (j):  the DTV of node j judged by node i; 
S:    the number of successful packets relayed by node j; 
F:    the number of failed packets relayed by node j. 
 

Once DTV becomes lower than a predefined threshold Dth, 
the node is treated as a malicious node.  It is apparent that 
when the black hole node takes action all the way, S becomes 

smaller compared with F.  That is, the DTV decrease sharply 
along with the passage of time. 

For the case of gray hole attack, however, long terms of 
normal behaviour may help the malicious node to get a higher 
DTV. Since the attack nodes in a gray hole attack is 
intermittently, the malicious node act as normal as possible to 
earn higher DTV all the way.  Irregular malicious behaviour 
does not decrease the DTV obviously, thus the node is treated 
as normal node. 

In order to detect two cooperative malicious nodes, NRTM 
[9] is proposed as is shown in Figure 4.  When M1 acts 
normal, node 1 does not trust it directly.  However, it tries to 
get other neighbour nodes’ opinion about node M2.  Trust 
request (TREQ) message and trust reply (TREP) message are 
introduced to accomplish this requirement [10].  Firstly, the 
node 1 broadcasts TREQ messages to its neighbour nodes 2, 3.  
The nodes which receive TREQ reply TREP with Dj(k) of M2 
immediately.  After a recommendation time to live (RTTL), 
the ITV is calculated using the following Eq. (2): 
 

Ii (k) =
Di ( j)Dj (k)

j∈Ni , j≠m
∑

Ni −1
                                          (2) 

where:  
Ii (k):  the ITV of node k judged by node i; 
Di (j):   the DTV of node j judged by node i; 
Dj (k):  the DTV of node k judged by node j; 
Ni:   the neighbour nodes’ set of node i; 
m:    the suspicious node between node i and node k. 
 

ITV is stored in an indirect trust table (ITT) and compared 
with a predefined threshold Ith.  If ITV is lower than Ith, the 
node M1 along with node M2 are recognized as a malicious 
node.  Then, the ID of node M1 and M2 are added to node 1’s 
malicious table and restart the route discovery phase.  

 
 

Fig. 3.  Neighbour nodes observation model (NNOM) 

      

 
 

Fig. 4.  Neighbour recommendation trust model (NRTM). 
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However, some intermediate neighbour nodes may lie to the 
observation node and affect the judgment of observation node 
on two-hop neighbour node.  For example, node 2 may give a 
high reputation of node M2 compared with other 
recommender, which makes ITV insensitive to the attack 
actions of the malicious nodes.  Then how to balance the ITVs 
from different sources is also a problem needs solving. 
 

III. D-S EVIDENCE THEORY 
The Dempster-Shafer evidence theory is not only a theory 

of evidence but also that of probable reasoning.  It is a 
framework that can be deployed in diverse areas such as 
pattern matching, computer vision, expert systems and 
information retrieval.  The D-S evidence theory can handle the 
randomness and subjective uncertainty together in the trust 
evaluation.  By accumulating evidences, it can narrow down a 
hypothesis set which provides a powerful method for the 
representation and process of the trust uncertainty without the 
demand of prior distribution.  Moreover, Dempster’s rule of 
combination is the procedure to aggregate and summarize a 
corpus of evidence.  In the section below, basic concepts in 
D-S evidence theory are reviewed and will be used to establish 
model in the proposed method in this paper.       

 
Definition 1.  Suppose Φ is a finite set of states, and Φ is 
defined as a frame of discernment {T, ¬T} as the set of 
propositions under consideration where T and ¬T mean that 
the given agent considers a given correspondent to be 
trustworthy or not to be trustworthy, respectively.  The 
number of subsets is 2Φ, and 2Φ is defined as {ø, {T}, {¬T}, 
{T, ¬T}}, where ø represent impossible events while {T}, 
{¬T} and {T, ¬T} represent trust value, distrust value, and 
uncertain events respectively. 
 
Definition 2.  The mass value of an element A is defined as 
m(A), and the value of m: 2Φ->[0, 1].  As is closed-world 
assumption, the mass value of null set is defined as m(ø)=0.  
The basic probability assignment function is defined using the 
following Eq.(3): 
 

m(A) =1
A⊆Φ
∑
m(φ) = 0

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
                                                                  (3) 

As is in Definition 1, there has the relationship between 
m({T}), m({¬T}) and m({T, ¬T}): m({T})+m({¬T})+m({T, 
¬T}) = 1.  
 
Bel: 2Φ->[0, 1] is a belief function over Φ as is defined using 
the following Eq.(4): 
 

Bel(A) = m(B)
B⊆A
∑                                                                (4) 

Pls: 2Φ->[0, 1] is a plausibility function over Φ as is defined 
using the following Eq.(5): 

Pls(A) = m(B)
B∩A≠φ
∑

Pls(A) =1− Bel(A)

⎧

⎨
⎪

⎩
⎪

                                            (5) 

As is in Definition 1, there are Bel({T})=m({T}) and 
Pl({T})=m({¬T})+m({T, ¬T}).   
 

The relationship between Bel(A) and Pls(A) can be 
illustrated as the figure in Figure 5. 
 
Definition 3.  Dempster’s combination rule of two evidences:  
Suppose Bel1 and Bel2 are belief functions over the same 
frame Φ, with basic probability assignments m1 and m2, and 
focal elements A1,…,Ai, and B1,…,Bi, respectively.  Then the 
function m(C): 2Φ->[0, 1] is defined using the following 
Eq.(6): 
 

m(C) = m1(A)⊕m2 (B) =
m1(Ai )m2 (Bj )

Ai∩Bj=C
∑

1− m1(Ai )m2 (Bj )
Ai∩Bj=φ
∑

m(φ) = 0

⎧

⎨

⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪

    (6) 

for all nonempty C, m(C) is a basic probability assignment 
which describes the combined evidence. 
 
Definiton 4.  Dempster’s combination rule of more than two 
evidences: Suppose there are k evidences that are independent 
with each other over the same frame Φ, with basic probability 
assignments m1, m2, …, mp, and focal elements C1, C2 and Cp, 
respectively.  Then the function m: 2Φ->[0, 1] is defined using 
the following Eq.(7): 
 
m(C) = (m1(C1)⊕m2 (C2 )⊕ ...)⊕mp(Cp )

m(φ) = 0

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
                  (7) 

for all nonempty C, m(C) is a basic probability assignment 
which describes the combined evidence. 
 

The trust management strategy proposed in this paper is 
based on the D-S evidence theory.  Firstly, it gives out a 
formal definition of the trust value.  Then it quantifies the 
direct trust value with a basic confidence function.  The direct 
trust value is used to decide whether a neighbour node is 
benevolent one.  The indirect trust value comes from the 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.  Evidence interval illustration 
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recommendation neighbour node.  D-S combination rule is 
used to combine the indirect trust value together.  Then, the 
combined trust value is compared with the predefined 
threshold to decide whether there is a cooperative black hole 
attack. 
 

IV. PROPOSED MODELS AND ALGORITHMS 

A. Proposed NNOM and DTV 
As is in the previous work, it only considers about the 

communication factors such as routing packets as well as data 
packets.  Moreover, it is supposed that each node only marks 
its neighbour nodes with cooperative and uncooperative by 
calculating DTV [11].  However, the watchdog mechanism 
usually considers about safety data fusion, which is used to 
make sure data’s integrity that sent data and received data are 
exactly the same.  In this case, a nodes’ behaviour can be 
classified into three categories: normal, suspicious, and 
malicious.  The proposed method supposes that each node 
watches its neighbour node and marks its behaviours as α, β 
and γ: the number of benevolent, malicious and suspicious 
respectively in a certain time period respectively.  The target 
of the proposed method is to make it more difficult for a node 
to get a higher reputation in a long run while easy to lose it.  
The proposed method also takes historical evidence into 
consideration.  It is inspired by the Dempster-Shafer (D-S) 
evidence theory, which is an effective method of combining 
accumulative evidences or for changing priors in the presence 
of new evidences [12].  The proposed DTV algorithm can be 
described in following Table 1. This algorithm decides 
whether a neighbour node is a malicious node or not.   

From a time period [Tn, Tn+1], each node i will count the 
recent trust evidence of its neighbour node j.  The trust 
evidence is refreshed form time Tn to Tn+1 using the following 
Eq. (8) to Eq. (10).   The refresh weight θ is decided by newly 
counted trust evidence using following Eq. (11).  In order to 
prevent the camouflage and deception, lower θ1 is used to 
lower the effect of the evidence supporting benevolent.  In 
order to diminish the effect of malicious actions, a high value 
is given to θ2.  For the gay hole nodes, when it acts normal 
behaviour again after malicious actions, the value of θ is set to 
be θ3.  The value of θ1, θ2 and θ3 is 0 < θ3< θ1< 0.5 < θ2 <1. 
 
αn+1 = 1−θ( )αn +θΔα                                                        (8) 

βn+1 = 1−θ( )βn +θΔβ                                               (9) 
γ n+1 = 1−θ( )γ n +θΔγ                                             (10) 

θ =
θ1, if Δα ≥ Δβ
θ2, if Δα < Δβ

θ3, if Δα ≥ Δβ then Δα < Δβ

⎧

⎨
⎪
⎪

⎩
⎪
⎪

    (11) 

where: 
Δα :   the number of the normal behaviours in [Tn, Tn+1]; 
Δβ :   the number of the malicious behaviours in [Tn, Tn+1]; 
Δγ :   the number of the suspicious behaviours in [Tn, Tn+1]; 

αn :   the trust evidence of normal behaviour at Tn; 
βn :   the trust evidence of malicious behaviour at Tn; 
γn :   the trust evidence of suspicious behaviour at Tn; 
θ   :   the refresh weight. 
 

Based on the trust evidence that cares about the historical 
data, DTV is calculated using following Eq. (12) to Eq. (15): 
 

Bi, j =
αn

αn + βn + γ n

                                                           (12) 

Mi, j =
βn

αn + βn + γ n

                                                           (13) 

Si, j =
γ n

αn + βn + γ n

                                                           (14) 

Di, j = (Bi, j,Mi, j,Si, j )                                                      (15) 
where: 
Bi,j:   the benevolent actions DTV of node j at Tn; 
Mi,j:   the malicious actions DTV of node j at Tn; 
Si,j:   the suspicious actions DTV of node j at Tn. 
 

DTV of node j calculated by node i is represented by Di,j, 
which consists of three parts: Bi,j, Mi,j, Si,j.  Each node 
maintains two tables: Malicious Table (MT) and Suspicious 
Table (ST).  If a neighbour node is considered to be malicious 
node, the observation node records its node ID in MT.  If there 
is not enough evidence to make sure whether it is normal or 
malicious at the very moment, its ID is recorded in the ST of 
the observation node.  Relative thresholds are described in the 
Step 6 of the DTV algorithm.  DTV is stored in a Direct 
Trust-value Table (DTT) for further use in ITV. 
 

B. Proposed NRTM and ITV 
Although there is the proposed DTV, the route through one 

neighbour node is never set up directly when it is trusted by 
the observe nodes.  As is shown in figure 6, node i tries to get 
other neighbour nodes’ opinion about the next hop of node j, 
namely, node k.  For this reputation, node i broadcasts TREQ 

TABLE 1 
DTV ALGORITHM 

DTV Algorithm 
 
Step 1:    Node i watches node j from Tn to Tn+1 
Step 2:    (Δα, Δβ, Δγ ) is calculated  
Step 3:    Compare Δα and  Δβ  to decide the value of θ using Eq. (11) 
Step 4:  Calculate the trust evidence (αn+1, β n+1, γ n+1) at Tn+1 using Eq. 

(8)-(10) 
Step 5:    Calculate the DTV of node j using Eq. (12)-(15) 
Step 6:    if Bi,j -Mi,j >η1  and Si,j < ε1 

                    node j is trusted 
               else if Bi,j -Mi,j <η2 and Si,j < ε1 
                                          node j is malicious node and put into MT. 
               else  
                                          node j is listed on ST 
End. 
 

 MT stands for the malicious table.  ST represents the suspicious table.  The 
value of η1 , η2 and ε1 will be studied in the algorithm simulation. 
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messages to get the DTV of node k. 
In a predefined recommendation time to live (RTTL), the 

neighbour nodes such as nodes P1, P2 and P3 send back TREP 
messages including DTVs of node k.  Then, DTV of 
neighbour nodes and DTV of node k are used together to 
calculate ITV.  However, some of the neighbour nodes may 
deceive node i by giving a high reputation of node k.  
Therefore, the proposed method tries to give each neighbour 
node an evaluation difference to balance the neighbour node’s 
cheating enhancements on the value of ITV.  The proposed 
ITV calculation algorithm is described in following Table 2 
whether there is cooperative black hole attack or not. 

The evaluation difference based on the data distance [13], 
which means each two data’s difference, is calculated by 
following Eq. (16) to Eq. (17).  The evaluation difference of 
each part in DTV is represented as dB

p, dM
p while the range is 

[0,1] and smaller difference makes them closer to 0. 
 

dB
P =

Bi,qBq,k − Bi,pBp,k
p,q∈Ni ,p≠ j,q≠p
∑

Ni − 2
                               (16) 

dM
P =

Mi,qMq,k −Mi,pMp,k
p,q∈Ni ,p≠ j,q≠p
∑

Ni − 2
                         (17) 

where: 
dB

p :    the evaluation difference of B in DTV;  
dM

p :     the evaluation difference of M in DTV; 
Ni  :       the neighbour nodes set of node i. 
 

Based on the evaluation difference, each neighbour node 
can be given a different trust weight to calculate the ITV.  
Take dB for example, if a given Bi,pBp,k is more different from 
other Bi,qBq,k, the dB of this recommendation reputation is 
larger than other ones.  Then, this recommendation reputation 
may be given by a deceiving nodes and a low trust weight is 
used to decrease its impact on total ITV as is shown in the 
following Eq. (18) to Eq. (21): 
 

bi,k
p = Bp,k (1−

dB
p

Max Bi,qBq,k − Bi,pBp,k

)                          (18)

mi,k
p = Mp,k (1−

dM
p

Max Mi,qMq,k −Mi,pMp,k

)                     (19) 

si,k
p =1− bi,k

p −mi,k
p                                                                (20) 

Ii,k
p = (bi,k

p ,mi,k
p , si,k

p )                                                             (21) 

where: 
bi,k

p :  the benevolent actions ITV of node k through node p  
at present Tn;  

mi,k
p : the malicious actions ITV of node k through node p  

at present Tn; 
si,k

p :  the suspicious actions ITV of node k through node p  
at present Tn; 

Ii,k
p :  the ITV of node k through node p at present Tn. 

 
According to the Dempster’s combination rule of more than 

two evidences, the ITVs are combined together to calculate a 
combined ITV and the ITV is calculated using the following 
Eq.(22) to Eq.(25): 
 
bi,k = bi,k

1 ⊕ bi,k
2 ⊕ bi,k

3 ⊕⋅⋅⋅⊕ bi,k
p                                         (22) 

mi,k = mi,k
1 ⊕mi,k

2 ⊕mi,k
3 ⊕⋅⋅⋅⊕mi,k

p              (23) 

si,k = si,k
1 ⊕ si,k

2 ⊕ si,k
3 ⊕⋅⋅⋅⊕ si,k

p                                      (24) 

Ii,k = (bi,k,mi,k, si,k )                                                          (25) 
where: 
bi,k:  the benevolent actions ITV of node k at present Tn;  
mi,k:   the malicious actions ITV of node k at present Tn; 
si,k:   the suspicious actions ITV of node k at present Tn; 
Ii,k:   the ITV of node k at present Tn. 
 

ITV of node k calculated by node i is represented by Ii,k, 
which consists of three parts: bi,k, mi,k, si,k.  The value of ITV is 
stored in an Indirect Trust-value Table (ITT).  According to 
the Step 5 in the ITV algorithm, if node k is trusted, the source 

 
 

Fig. 6.  Neighbour recommendation trust model (NRTM)  
 

TABLE 2 
ITV ALGORITHM 

ITV Algorithm 
 
Step 1:    Do DTV algorithm on node j, if it acts normal go on to step 2 
Step 2:    Node i asks nodes p’s DTV on node j 
Step 3:    Calculate the evaluation difference using Eq. (16)-(17) 
Step 4:    Calculate the ITVs of node j using Eq. (18)-(21) 
Setp 5:    Combine different ITVs using Eq. (22)-(25) 
Step 6:    if bi,k -mi,k > δ1  and si,j < ε2 
                                                node k is trusted 
               else if bi,k -mi,k < δ2  and si,j < ε2 
                                                node k is malicious node and put into MT. 
               else  
                                                node k is listed on ST 
End. 
 

 MT stands for the malicious table.  ST represents the suspicious table.  The 
value of δ1, δ2 and ε2 will be studied in the algorithm simulation. 
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node establishes the route though node j and node k.  If not, 
node k is stored in the MT as a malicious node. 
 

V. NUMERICAL EVALUATION 
Performance evaluation is firstly conducted to study the 

proposed DTV and ITV from the aspect of numerical analysis.  
Matlab is used as the analyser tool.  For DTV algorithm, α0=1, 
β0=1 and γ0=1 are set at initial phase.  The historical evidence 
is given a high weight by assign a low value to θ1=0.4, a high 
value to θ2=0.9 to punish the nodes taking malicious action, 
and a punish value to θ3=0.1.  In each time period [Tn, Tn+1], a 
set of evaluation evidences is given for three kinds of nodes: 
normal nodes, black hole nodes, gray hole nodes.   
1) For each normal node, a random function is exploited to 

generate a random number B with the probability between 
[0.6, 0.7] to represent its normal action rate.  A random 
number M between [0.2, 0.3] is generated to represent its 
malicious action rate while the last number S between [0, 
0.2] is left for the uncertain action rate.  The relation 
between B, M and S is S=1-B-M. 

2) For each back hole node, a random function is exploited 
to generate a random number B between [0.2, 0.3] to 
represent its normal action rate.  A random number M 
between [0.7, 0.8] is generated to represent its malicious 
action rate while the last number S between [0, 0.2] is left 
for the uncertain action rate.  The relation between B, M 
and S is also S=1-B-M. 

3) For each gray hole node, firstly it acts as a normal node 
and all the action rates are generated as in 1), while it acts 
as a black hole node for a certain time and also follow the 
action rates in 2), then it acts as a normal node again. 

For the ITV algorithm, it is supposed that each 
recommendation node is given a high reputation because they 
are all supposed to have been trusted.  However, their 
reputations are different values generated randomly.  
1) For normal recommendation node, it will observe the 

two-hop node based on its own observation. The 
reputation of the node under observation is given as 
defined in the front according to its behaviours. 

2) If a malicious recommendation node is trying to deceive, 
it scores a low reputation to a normal node same as what 
is define as a black hole node or gray hole node, while a 
high reputation to a malicious node. 

 

A. DTV Performance Evaluation 
Figure 7 shows the performance of DTV with the black 

hole node.  The black hole node acts as a malicious node from 
the 11st round until the last 50th round.  As is described 
previously, the DTV of a neighbour node j calculated by node 
i consists of three parts: Bi,j, Mi,j and Si,j.  It is apparent that Bi,j 
decreases sharply from 0.6 and is stable at about 0.2, 
meanwhile, Mi,j increases suddenly from 0.3 and finally rests 
at around 0.7.  Bi,j-Mi,j also drops from minus 0.4 to around 
minus 0.4.  Based on the explanation of Figure 7, some key 
parameters in the decision part of the DTV algorithm can be 
set as: η1 and η2 is around minus 0.5 and minus 0.2, while ɛ1 is 
around 0.3.   In this case, the black hole node is very easy to 
be filtered out. 

Figure 8 shows the performance of DTV with the gray hole 
node.  As is described in the simulation environment, the gray 
hole node firstly acts as a normal node in the first 10 rounds.  
The malicious node takes action from 10th round to 12th 
round.  After that, the gray hole node acts as normal as 
possible.  It is apparent that Bi,j decreases sharply while Mi,j 
increases immediately.  Meanwhile, Bi,j-Mi,j also drops from 
0.4 to minus 0.5 at the same time.  However, Bi,j-Mi,j along 
with Bi,j increase at a very low speed compared with their 
decrease of the value.  It is easy to find that the proposed 
method makes it difficult for the gray hole node to get a high 
reputation on DTV.  The mechanism is so sensitive that DTV 
changes dramatically whenever the node drops packets.  
However, it is difficult to restore its former reputation in a 
short time period.  Based on the previous explanation of 
Figure 8, some key parameters in the decision part of the DTV 
algorithm can be appropriate as follows: η1 to be around 0.55, 
η2 to be around minus 0.3, and ɛ1 to be around 0.15.  In this 
case, the gray hole node is very easy to be filtered out. 

Based on the numerical analysis of both black hole attack 
and gray hole attack, the key parameters in the decision part of 
the DTV algorithm are set to be: η1=0.55, η2=-0.25 and ɛ1=0.2. 

    

 
Fig. 8.  Transition of DTV on gray hole nodes.   

 
Fig. 7.  Transition of DTV on black hole nodes.   
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B. ITV Performance Evaluation 
Figure 9 shows the performances of ITV influenced by the 

deceiving nodes under black hole node.  For the proposed ITV, 
it is set that there are totally 3 nodes acting as the 
recommendation nodes, among which 1 node is cheating.  The 
two-hop node takes black hole action from round 11 to the end.  
As is described previously, the ITV of a two-hop neighbour 
node k calculated by node i consists of three parts: bi,k, mi,k and 
si,k.  bi,k is decreasing from the level of 0.9 to around 0.2.  mi,k 
increases from 0.05 but always maintains about 0.9.  si,k 
changes sharply from 0.05 to 0.2, approximately.  After the 
proposed ITV is implemented, although the deceiving node 
keep on cheating, the values of bi,k, mi,k, and si,k change 
slowing.  The enhancement of the false recommended 
reputation is minimized.  Based on the Figure 9, some key 
parameters are set to be: δ1 about 0.9, δ2 around minus 0.5 and 
ɛ2 is around 0.3. 

Figure 10 shows the performances of ITV influenced by the 
deceiving nodes under gray hole node.  For the proposed ITV, 
it is set that there are totally 4 nodes acting as the 
recommendation nodes and 1 node is cheating among them.  
From the result, bi,k first changes in a low speed while still no 

more than 0.8, then it drops sharply when the two-hop takes 
malicious action.  mi,k increases sharply from 0.05 while 
always maintains more than 0.9.  si,k changes slightly from 
0.05 to 0.2, approximately.  Under the proposed ITV, although 
the deceiving node keeps on cheating, the values of bi,k, mi,k, 
and si,k change slowly.  The gray hole node acts as a normal 
node in the first 10 rounds.  The malicious node takes action 
from 10th round to 12th round.  After that, the gray hole node 
acts as normal as possible.  It is apparent that bi,j increases 
sharply to nearly 0.9, while mi,j decreases immediately to 
nearly 0.05.  Meanwhile, bi,j-mi,j also drops from 0.9 to minus 
0.7 at the same time.  Thus, the enhancement of the falsely 
recommended ITV is minimized.  Based on the analysis of 
Figure 10, some key parameters are set to be: δ1 is around 0.8, 
δ2 is around minus 0.5 and ɛ2 is around 0.1. 

Figure 11 and figure 12 are the performances of ITV 
influenced by deceiving nodes under black hole and gray hole, 
respectively.  Same as what is analysed in figure 9 and figure 
10, it is easy to find key parameters to be set.  In Figure 11, 
key parameters are set to be: δ1 is around 0.9, δ2 is around 
minus 0.5 and ɛ2 is around 0.25.  In Figure 12, δ1 is around 0.9, 
δ2 is around minus 0.5 and ɛ2 is around 0.25. 

 
Fig. 12.  Transition of ITV on gray hole node with 3 benevolent 

recommenders and 1 deceiving recommender. 

 
Fig. 11.  Transition of ITV on black hole node with 3 benevolent 

recommenders and 1 deceiving recommender.   

 
Fig. 9.  Transition of ITV on black hole node with 2 benevolent 

recommenders and 1 deceiving recommender.   

 
Fig. 10.  Transition of ITV on gray hole node with 2 benevolent 

recommenders and 1 deceiving recommender. 
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Based on the numerical analysis of both black hole attack 
and gray hole attack, some key parameters in the decision part 
of the ITV algorithm are set to be: δ1=0.7, δ2=-0.3 and 
ɛ2=0.35.  
 

VI. NETWORK SIMULATION EVALUATION 
As a second evaluation, the proposed mechanism is 

implemented in AODV using simulator GloMoSim2.03 to 
study the packet delivery ratio and detection rate.  The 
parameters are set as in Table 3.  
 

A. Single Attack Performance Evaluation 
    Figure 13 shows the packet delivery ratio with 

single-attack black hole node or gray hole node.  P-SAODV 
stands for the AODV protocol with the security mechanism in 
the previous work.  N-SAODV stands for the newly proposed 
method in this paper.  The packet delivery ratio decreases with 
the increase of the number of malicious nodes in the network.  
Newly proposed SAOVE detection mechanism will increase 
the packet delivery ratio more than that of the previous work, 
in both cases of black hole node and gray hole node.  What’s 

more, the black hole case, packet delivery rate decreases more 
sharply than that in the gray hole case, for the reason that 
black hole node takes action persistently while gray hole node 
takes action selectively.  Figure 14 shows the detection ratio of 
P-SAODV and N-SAODV with single-attack black hole node 
or gray hole node.  The detection ratio firstly increases with 
the increase of the maximum speed of each node, but then it 
decrease, which is caused by the increase of the packets 
dropping between nodes.  Form these two aspects, it is easy to 
find that new method shows better performance compared 
with previous one. 
 

B. Cooperative Attack Performance Evaluation 
Figure 15 shows the packet delivery rate with cooperative 

attack malicious nodes.  The packet delivery ratio decreases 
with the increase of the number of malicious nodes in the 
network.  Newly proposed SAOVE detection mechanism will 
increase the packet delivery ratio more than that of the 
previous work, in both cases of black hole node and gray hole 
node.  Figure 16 shows the detection ratio of P-SAODV and 
N-SAODV with cooperative-attack black hole node or gray 
hole node.  The detection ratio firstly increases slightly with 
the increase of the maximum speed of each node, but then it 
decrease.  The strategy can also reduce the impact from the 
deceiving neighbour nodes and take advantages of the 
recommended reputation to make the detection determination 
more rationally.  Form the two aspects, it is easy to find that 
new method shows better performance compared with the 
previous one.  However, compared with the single-attack, the 
cooperative-attack is harder to detect even with the new 
method. 

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, the problem of black hole attack and gray hole 

attack are discussed and two algorithms, NNOM-based DTV 
and NRTM-based ITV are proposed.  The proposed DTV can 
be used to detect the gray hole attacks in the networks.  The 
proposed ITV aims at the recommendation of cheating 
neighbour nodes.  If there is no such recommendation node or 

TABLE 3 
SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Parameters Setting 

 
Simulator 

 
GloMoSim2.03 

Routing protocol P-SAODV／N-SAODV 

Mac protocol IEEE 802.11 
Simulation area 1000m×1000 m 
Node placement Random 
Number of nodes 50 

Transmission range 180m 
Maximum speed 10m/s 

Traffic type CBR (UDP) 
Packet rate 2 packets/s 

Data payload 512bytes/packets 
Pause time 10s 

Simulation time 1000s 
Mobility model Random waypoint 

 

 

 
Fig. 13.  Packet delivery ratio with single-attack malicious nodes. 

  

 
Fig. 14.  Packet delivery ratio with single-attack malicious nodes. 
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the cheating nodes are too many, the proposed ITV may not 
take effects.  For the future study, it may find another better 
method instead of the evaluation difference method.  
Furthermore, we would like to apply this trust management 
strategy into wireless sensor network (WSN) where the 
network structure is similar to MANET.  Some other problems 
such as energy should also be taken into consideration. 
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Fig. 16.  Detection ratio with cooperative-attack malicious nodes. 

  

 
Fig. 15.  Packet delivery ratio with cooperative-attack malicious nodes. 
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Abstract— Recently, Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) has been 

drawing attention as a mobility management protocol to 

effectively use the limited wireless resources. And, there have been 

some researches to apply PMIPv6 to multicasting, which is core 

technology of Internet broadcast system. However, PMIPv6 based 

multicasting cannot support the global mobility directly between 

different PMIPv6 domains because PMIPv6 is basically designed 

for local mobility in single PMIPv6 domain. Moreover, PMIPv6 

based multicasting causes the disconnection of services because it 

does not solve problems of packet loss during binding and group 

joining procedure. In this paper, we propose a global mobility 

scheme that supports the seamless multicasting service in PMIPv6 

networks. The proposed scheme supports the global mobility due 

to the addition of extra signalling messages between LMAs. Also, 

it achieves low latency because it performs fast binding and group 

joining procedure. We present the simulation results which show 

that the proposed scheme achieves the global mobility with low 

latency through the NS-2 simulation. 

 

Keywords— Proxy Mobile IPv6, Multicast Mobility, Global 

Mobility, Seamless Service, Packet loss 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ecently, communication business is rapidly changed from 

wired network market to wireless mobile network market. 

Especially, mobile network environment is gaining attention 

nowadays, as the portable device such as smart phones and 

PDAs have been popular recently. In mobile networks, VOD 

and VoIP have been the main services. But recently, mobile 

broadcast services like a mobile IPTV are gaining attention in 

mobile networks. 

Mobile IPTV is an IP-based service unlike existing mobile 

services such as DMB, and it is suitable service to All-IP next 

generation networks. Mobile IPTV service has weakness in that 

it has service disconnection problem due to the IP address 

change while the mobile terminal moves. In order to solve this 
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problem, IETF(Internet Engineering Task Force) proposed 

Mobile IPv6(MIPv6)[1] to support mobility regardless of IP 

address change.  

MIPv6 is a mobile-controlled mobility management protocol 

in that mobile node recognizes the handoff by itself and it 

performs the handoff procedure. But MIPv6 needs to be 

implemented in the mobile node and it needs many signalling in 

order to provide the mobility of the mobile devices. These 

problems make limited link resource overloaded. In order to 

solve these problems, IETF NETLMM (Network-based 

Localized Mobility Management) WG (Working Group) 

proposed Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6)[2].  

Basically, PMIPv6 is a network-controlled mobility 

management protocol. PMIPv6 provides mobility to Mobile 

Node(MN) using two kinds of routers: Mobile Access 

Gateway(MAG) and Local Mobility Anchor(LMA). MAG 

performs signalling procedure for MN’s movement. LMA 

performs agent role of MNs. When MN moves, MAG 

recognizes that MN is moving, and MAG decides if means 

handover or not. If it is handover, MAG performs handover 

procedure with LMA. This handover procedure could reduce 

many signals between MAG and MN. But if PMIPv6 domain 

gets too wider, routing overhead gets too bigger. So, PMIPv6 

assumes that the movements occur only in a PMIPv6 domain[2]. 

This problem is a critical weakness when adopting the multicast 

to PMIPv6 networks in order to provide next generation 

multimedia service. Therefore PMIPv6 needs to provide global 

mobility as well as local mobility without binding delay and 

packet loss due to the mobility. In this paper, we propose a 

seamless multicast scheme which supports global mobility in 

PMIPv6 networks. 

 The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 

section 2, as the related works, we will explain about the 

PMIPv6 and PMIPv6 based global multicast schemes. In 

section 3, we will explain about the proposed global mobility 

scheme for seamless multicast service in PMIPv6 networks. 

Next, in section 4, Simulation results of the proposed scheme 

will be explained. And then, in section 5, we will conclude this 

paper.  

II. RELATED WORKS 

A. Proxy Mobile IPv6 

PMIPv6 was designed to provide the network-based IP 

mobility to MN in a topologically localized domain, without 
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requiring the MN to participate in any IP mobility related 

signalling. Existing host based mobility protocols have some 

weaknesses in that it needs many signalling between MN and 

network in order to provide the mobility of the MN, and this 

makes limited link resource overloaded. In order to remedy the 

weaknesses of MIPv6, PMIPv6 makes the network mainly 

perform the signalling that is needed to provide the mobility   

instead of MN. So, MN can be provided the mobility without 

implementation of the complicated signalling function. 

The core functional components used to support mobility in 

PMIPv6 are the Policy Store (PS), Local Mobility Anchor 

(LMA), and Mobile Access Gateway (MAG). Figure 1 shows 

the PMIPv6 network. PS is the entity that manages an MN’s 

authentication and maintains the MN’s profile which is a set of 

parameters configured for a given MN. Meanwhile, MAG 

performs the role of typical access router that detects the 

movement of MN and performs the MN's location update by 

sending mobility related signals to the MN’s LMA on behalf of 

the MN. Also, the MAG ensures that an MN can obtain an 

address from its Home Network Prefix (HNP) and receive its 

HNP anywhere within the PMIPv6 domain. As a result, the MN 

believes it is using the same link obtained with its initial address 

configuration, even after changing its point of attachment within 

the network. On the other hand, LMA is similar to HA (Home 

Agent) in MIPv6, however, it has additional capabilities 

required to support PMIPv6. The main role of the LMA is to 

maintain reachability to the MN’s address while the MN moves 

around within the PMIPv6 domain. The LMA includes a 

Binding Cache Entry (BCE) for each currently registered MN. 

 
Figure 1. PMIPv6 network 

 

B.  Supporting Global Mobility in PMIPv6 

As mentioned in introduction, PMIPv6 was designed to 

provide the network-based IP mobility to MN in a topologically 

localized domain[2]. However, MN can move out to other 

domain frequently in real situation. Therefore, the research for 

global mobility in PMIPv6 is required because there is no 

protocol definition to support the global mobility. IETF 

NETLMM WG has researched this problem. 

C. Interaction between PMIPv6 and MIPv6 

IETF NETLMM WG is standardizing the interaction method 

between PMIPv6 and MIPv6 to support the global mobility [3]. 

In this method, a HA is designated in the PMIPv6 domain where 

MN enters for the first time. Thereafter, LMA in the domain, 

where MN moves, sends the binding request massage to MN’s 

HA. Figure 2 shows the detail interaction method between 

PMIPv6 and MIPv6. 

At first, MN is connected to MAG1. MAG1 that recognizes 

the connection of MN by link layer signal, sends PBU(Proxy 

Binding Update) massage to LMA1 for Binding Update. Then 

LMA1 completes Binding Update by registering MN’s address. 

This procedure is sufficient for Binding Update in existing 

PMIPv6 protocol. In the case of PMIP-MIP interaction for 

global mobility, however, LMA1 has to perform binding 

Update for MIPv6 with HA. After Binding Update between HA 

and LMA1, LMA1 need to send PBA massage to MN through 

MAG1 in order to complete Binding Upadate procedure. 

Thereafter, MN can be serviced. 

 

 
Figure 2. PMIP-MIP Interaction 

 
If MN moves to MAG2, Binding Update is not required 

because it is not global mobility. But MN’s 

COA(Care-of-Address) has to be changed to MAG2’s address. 

Therefore MAG2 performs Binding Update by sending PBU 

message to LMA1. Then LMA1 requests Binding Update to HA 

for COA change. 

If MN moves to MAG3, LMA2 requests Binding Update to 

HA because PMIPv6 domain is changed. HA, which received 

Binding Update, recognizes that the path to MN was changed. 

Also it recognizes that COA was changed to MAG3’s address.  

HA redirects the packets destined to MN to new domain. 

Therefore, MN can be serviced even in case of global mobility 

without performing any signalling according to MN’s 

movement. 

 

D. Definition of new agent 

PMIP-MIP interaction is a global mobility method proposed 

by IETF NETLMM WG, in which PMIPv6 is combined with 

MIPv6 signalling.  
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This method has a problem in that unnecessary delay is 

occurred by additional signals between LMA and HA even 

though the advantage of PMIPv6 protocol is maintained 

because MN does not participate to the binding update 

procedure. Therefore new method called I-PMIP that add the 

new agent function to router, was proposed for solving 

unnecessary delay problem[4]. I-PMIP provides the global 

mobility by giving the role of HA to the first LMA connected for 

the first time instead of using the separate HA[4].  

 

 

 
Figure 3. I-PMIP operation 

 
Figure 3 shows the I-PMIP operation. When MN is 

connected to first LMA, MN receive the service according to 

PMIPv6 protocol. As shown in figure 3, the location of MN is 

registered using PMIPv6 signalling messages when a MN is 

connected to MAG1. Also, the mobility is supported using 

PMIPv6 signalling messages when MN moves to MAG2. On 

the other hand, LMA2 requests the binding of MN to LMA1, 

when MN moves continuously and finally connects to MAG3. 

This is the core aspect of I-PMIP operation. The first LMA, to 

which MN is connected for the first time, is called SMA 

(Session Mobility Anchor) and it provides seamless session to 

MN even in the case of global mobility..  

The first LMA, to which MN is connected for the first time, 

carries the role of SMA that is similar to HA of MIPv6.  

Therefore, all packets destined to MN from outside pass 

through SMA. And, LMA of new PMIPv6 domain requests  the 

binding to this SMA when MN moves away from PMIPv6 

domain where SMA resides. After the binding, the 

bi-directional tunnel is established between SMA and new LMA. 

Thereafter, all packets destined to MN are transmitted to new 

LMA through bi-directional tunnel. If MN moves continuously 

and is connected to LMA of another PMIPv6 domain, 

bi-directional tunnel is established again. 

 

E. Problems of PMIP-MIP Interaction and I-PMIP 

PMIP-MIP Interaction adds the MIPv6 signalling to PMIPv6 

signals to provide the global mobility. But adding MIPv6 signal 

occur unnecessary delay because of binding between LMA and 

HA. This unnecessary delay causes the problem when 

PMIP-MIP Interaction is applied to multicasting. When a MN 

receiving multicast service, is connected to LMA of new 

PMIPv6 domain but LMA is not a member of multicast group, 

group joining procedure is occurred.  In this case, new LMA 

requests the binding to HA, and group joining procedure is 

performed in turn. This leads to the delay of group joining and 

service disconnection because MN is not able to receive any 

packet before group joining procedure is completed.  

In contrast to PMIP-MIP interaction, I-PMIP does not incur 

unnecessary delay because it does not require signalling with 

HA. But, I-PMIP causes the delay if global mobility occurs 

frequently because the continued bindings to SMA are required. 

Also, it does not solve the service disconnection problem 

caused by group joining operation after the binding, because it 

still needs the binding for global mobility, it reduces the 

unnecessary signalling with HA by using SMA though.  

In this paper, we propose an effective global mobility scheme, 

which performs the fast binding and group joining procedure, 

without binding to HA or new agent. Also, the proposed scheme 

does not incur any packet loss.  

 

III. PROPOSED SCHEME FOR GLOBAL MOBILITY AND SEAMLESS 

MULTICAST IN PMIP 

 

A. LMA option massage for global mobility 

In this section, we explain newly added massage for 

supporting global mobility without HA and new agent. Using 

this added massage, each LMA identifies each other without HA 

and new agent. 

 

  
Figure 4. LMA option massage format 

 
A router sends RA(Router Advertisement) massage to all 

other routers for sharing its information. In the newly added 

massage shown in Figure 4, a LMA’s global address option is 

added. Using this option, LMA configures the LMA entries of 

other LMA’s global addresses in the same manner as their own 

MAG entry. LMA’s global addresses are selectively stored as 

LMA entry by configuring based on Hop Count according to the 

distance field in the massage format because the distant LMA’s 

global addresses does not need to be stored. Using this massage, 

LMAs are able to share each address and inform MN’s 

movement.  
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B. global mobility for Seamless multicast service 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Seamless multicast for global mobility 

 

Figure 5 shows the sequence diagram of global mobility for 

seamless multicast service. MN first joins to MAG, then its 

LMA(Previous LMA, p-LMA) provides multicast service to 

MN via MAG. It assumes LMAs have LMA entry by using new 

option massage in RA. 
When MN moves away from p-MAG to other domain, it 

performs Figure 5 procedure. 

MN recognizes decreasing signal strength from current AP. 

MN informs handover to its p-MAG via AP. Then p-MAG 

sends HI(Handover Initiate) massage to p-LMA about MN’s 

handover. This This HI massage includes n-MAG’s address as 

MN’s new MAG. A p-LMA checks its own MAG entry whether 

n-MAG’s address is included same domain. If n-MAG’s 

address is not same domain, p-LMA pretends MN’s global 

mobility. Then p-LMA sends NS(Neighbor Solicitation) 

massage to LMAs that it is included a list of LMA entry. And 

LMAs that received NS from p-LMA, check each own LMA 

entries. If one of LMAs discovers n-MAG’s address from its 

own MAG entry, it sends NA(Neighbor Advertisement) 

massage to p-LMA. Then p-LMA knows MN moves which 

LMA. And p-LMA sends HI massage to n-LMA for fast 

handover procedure. In this HI massage, includes MN’s ID and 

multicast information. After receiving HI massage from p-LMA, 

n-LMA sends HACK(Handover Acknowledgement) and 

pretends MN’s handover. 

On the other hand, p-LMA starts buffering multicast data that 

will forward to MN, when receive HI massage from p-MAG. 

It is for seamless multicast service without data loss. P-LMA 

continues buffering until n-LMA send Hack massage to p-LMA. 

If p-LMA receives Hack massage, p-LMA sends buffered data 

to n-LMA. 

During buffered data is transmitted to n-LMA, n-LMA 

updates newly configured MN’s information to PS(Policy 

Store) server. After updating, n-LMA informs that update 

procedure is completed to p-LMA by HI massage. After that, 

n-LMA performs group rejoining procedure. Then n-LMA 

receives multicast data from source. And n-LMA also buffered 

data from p-LMA sending.   

When MN handovers to n-MAG, n-MAG accesses to PS 

server and request MN’s information. After that, n-MAG sends 

PBU massage to n-LMA for MN’s binding update. At this time, 

n-MAG sends MLD(Multicast Listener Discovery) report 

massage[5](n-MAG could know MN’s multicast information 

through PS server)  to n-LMA at same time. After receiving 

PBU and MLD massages, n-LMA could know MN is joined its 

own domain then send PBA massage to n-MAG. And n-LMA 

starts two channel configuration procedure. One of them is 

Bi-Directional Tunnel for existed PMIPv6 protocol, another 

tunnel is Multicast Packet Tunnel as we defined.  

 After channel configuration procedure, n-LMA sends 

buffered data to MN through n-MAG. Finally, MN has been 

moved global mobility and received seamless multicast service.  

 

IV. SIMULATION 

In order to evaluate the performance of proposed handover 

scheme, we use the NS-2 network simulator[6]. Figure 6 shows 

the topology used for the simulation. In Figure 6, MN starts 

moving from AP1 and moves to AP4 with constant velocity, 

60m/s. And, MN is connected to MAG through layer 2 

handover at intervals of about 60 sec. The parameters used for 

the simulation are shown in Table 1. 

 

 
Figure 6. Simulation topology for multicast handover 

 
Table 1. Simulation Parameter 

Parameter Value 

Simulation time 300 sec 

Distance between MAGs 5km 

Link bandwidth 2Mbps 

Velocity of MN 60m/s 

Bit rate CBR 

Packet size 1Kbyte 

Multicast routing protocol PIM-SM 
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In order to evaluate that the proposed scheme can provide the 

seamless multicast service when the global mobility occurs, we 

measured the UDP Datagram ID, TCP Sequence Number, UDP 

and TCP Throughput during MN moves from MAG2 to MAG3. 

Figure 7 shows the simulation results on UDP datagram ID 

that MN receives when source node sends the UDP traffic. As 

shown in Figure 7, PMIP-MIP interaction-based multicast   

cannot receive the UDP datagram from 120.2 second to 122.5 

second. This data loss occurs because of the global binding 

delay among LMA2, LMA1 and HA after the layer 2 handover 

between APs and multicast group joining procedure delay. In 

case of I-PMIP-based multicast, packet loss occurs from 120.2 

second to 122.1 second that is shorter than PMIP-MIP 

interaction-based multicast. This result is caused by the faster 

binding procedure of I-PMIP because binding is completed at 

LMA1 unlike PMIP-MIP Interaction. But, as shown in Figure 7, 

packet loss still occurs from datagram ID 62231 to 62250 in 

case of I-PMIP. 

On the other hand, the proposed scheme can receive the UDP 

datagram during disconnection period from 120 second to 120.7 

second by using buffering. That is, proposed scheme does not 

experience the packet loss thus provides the seamless service 

because the datagrams that are generated while MN is moving is 

saved and retransmitted. 

This result affects the UDP throughput as shown in figure 8. 

The UDP throughput in PMIP-MIP Interaction scheme drops to 

zero for about 2000ms because of the effect of the global 

handover, which incurs the binding procedure with HA and 

group joining procedure after binding. Also, the UDP 

throughput in I-PMIP-MIP scheme drops to zero for about 

1600ms because of the effect of the global handover, which 

incurs the binding procedure with SMA and group joining 

procedure after binding. However, the UDP throughput in the 

proposed scheme drops just for about 790ms because it 

processes the binding procedure and group joining procedure at 

the same time. We can also notice that the proposed scheme 

prevent the throughput from dropping to zero because it 

performs the buffering. 

 
Figure 7. Comparison of UDP datagram ID 

 

 
Figure 8. Comparison of UDP Throughput 

 

Figure 9, 10 and 11 shows TCP sequence numbers that MN 

received. Figure 9 shows received TCP sequence number when 

P-M Interaction is used. When MN’s global mobility is 

performed, binding delay with HA and group joining delay is 

occurred during 1990ms that is similar to UDP case. During this 

delay time, the packets sent by the source cannot be delivered to 

MN and these undelivered packets are retransmitted by TCP 

algorithm. These retransmission causes additional delay for 

packet delivery. Therefore TCP packets experience more delay 

than UDP packets. Figure 10 shows the received TCP sequence 

numbers that MN received when I-PMIP is used. I-PMIP also 

has binding and group joining delay during 1550ms and 

additional retransmission delay. As shown in Figure 11, 

however, the proposed low latency global mobility scheme 

shows relatively short delay due to the fast binding. Also, using 

buffering scheme, there is no need to retransmit the packets, 

which leads to seamless multicast service without additional 

delay. 

 

 
Figure 9. TCP sequence numbers in P-M Interactio 
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Figure 10. TCP sequence number in I-PMIP 

 

 

 
Figure 11. TCP sequence number in proposed Inter mobility scheme 

 

 

 
Figure 12. Comparison of TCP Throughput 

 

 

Figure 12 shows comparison of TCP throughput for three 

methods. TCP throughput result is very similar to UDP 

throughput. P-M Interaction is falling down to 0 during 2000ms. 

And I-PMIP is falling down to 0 during 1600ms. But in 

proposed scheme, it shows that is not falling down to 0, even if 

throughput is falling down during 800ms. As a result, these 

throughput results show the proposed scheme is more effective 

than other two methods. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we propose a new low latency global mobility 

scheme which supports seamless multicast service without 

out-of-sequence problem and packet loss in PMIPv6 networks. 

Before discussing the proposed scheme, the existing global 

mobility schemes in PMIPv6 networks are explained. The 

multicasting based on existing global mobility schemes has the 

problem in that it causes the unnecessary delay and service 

disconnection because the global binding to HA or new agent 

and the group joining procedure has to be occurred in turn. In 

the proposed scheme, however, the global mobility can be 

supported without extra global binding because each LMA can 

identify each other using LMA global address option added to 

RA massage format. Additionally, LMA could prevent the 

packet loss using buffering procedure during the global mobility 

procedure ….. 

Using the NS-2 simulation, we showed that the proposed 

scheme reduces the unnecessary delay that the existing global 

mobility methods have. 
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Abstract—This article presents two proposals in order to solve 
the problem of choosing the best access network available in the 
environment where the user is located. One based on a 
combination of fuzzy logic technique with two decision-making 
methods, AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) and GRA (Grey 
Relation Analysis), and the other based only on fuzzy logic 
technique. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of these 
proposals, they were compared with a third one, of the authors in 
[7], which uses a combination of AHP method with a cost 
function. The obtained results show that the two proposals 
presented in this paper are more efficient in sorting and selecting 
the best access network when compared to the third. 
 

Index Terms—Network selection, AHP, GRA, Fuzzy logic 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the emergence of wireless networks, users have 
become able to move into many different environments. This 
mobility has brought some challenges such as [1]: choosing 
the best access network, keeping the session to data 
transmission and allowing the mobile user to be always best 
connected anywhere and anytime on the best available access 
network (ABC conception – Always Best Connected). 

In this sense, the next-generation wireless networks 
(NGWN) focus on the free users’ movement between 
heterogeneous networks through mobile terminals (Notebooks, 
Netbooks, PDA - Personal Digital Assistant, cell phones, etc.) 
with network interfaces of different technologies (WWAN -
Wireless Wide Area Network, WLAN - Wireless Local Area 
Network, WMAN - Wireless Metropolitan Area Network, etc.) 
allowing continuous access to real or not real time services, 
always aiming at the continuity of the service (seamless). 

Keeping the service active while switching access networks 
is the function of one of the key parts of mobility management, 
called handover [2]. The handover function is to control 
exchanges between users’ access points during a data 
transmission [1]. 
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It can be classified into two types [3]: horizontal and 
vertical. The horizontal handover is designed to manage 
switching between similar network technologies (e.g. wi-fi 
(Wireless Fidelity) to wi-fi) during a data transfer, in which 
only the signal loss is the motivation for the exchange of 
access points, whereas the vertical handover aims to manage 
switching between different access technologies (e.g. wi-fi to 
3G) during a data transmission, in which the use of preferred 
applications requiring certain thresholds for each requirement 
of QoS (Quality of Service) or the user preferences are the 
motivators for exchanging access points [4]. 

This access network exchange happens in three distinct 
steps, which are [2]: 

• finding networks in the environment in which the 
mobile device is located; 

• approaches to decision making/selection of the best 
available access network; 

• the implementation of the change of the access points.  
Therefore, the network selection, as an integrating and 

indispensable part of the handover management, aims to 
provide the mobile user with the best traffic condition access 
point, allowing applications, whether voice, data or video, to 
be transmitted with the required quality from source to 
destination. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 
2 presents related work to the techniques used; section 3 
describes the proposed network selection; the characterization 
of the experiments is shown in section 4; in section 5, the 
obtained results are displayed stating which proposal is the 
best; and finally, section 6 presents the conclusion and future 
work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The authors in [11] make a comparison among the MADM, 
SAW, WP and TOPSIS methods, whose goal is to classify 
access networks in three different scenarios. In the first 
scenario, TOPSIS and SAW methods proved similar in 
classification of networks, while the WP method showed a 
slight variation in its classification. In the second scenario, 
where two networks are removed from the classification, the 
SAW and WP methods proved similar, while the TOPSIS 
method obtained a change in its classification for suffering 
from the problem of abnormality ranking. Finally, a 
distinction between the classifications obtained in the previous 
scenarios is presented in the third scenario, where the TOPSIS 
method proves to be more consistent in the variations, while 
the SAW and WP methods are constant with little variability 
in the classification of networks. 
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The network selection made by the authors in [12] is based 
on a fuzzy multiple criteria decision-making, where all the 
selected criteria are normalized by a normalization function 
and the result is fuzzified, generating a degree of membership 
between 0 and 1, which will be used to give weights to these 
criteria. Finally, the selection of the best access network is 
made by a cost function. 

The network selection algorithm of the authors in [7] is 
premised on originally giving preference to the UMTS 
(Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) in case the 
wi-fi is not available, since the former has a larger 
geographical coverage and does not allow the mobile device 
to run out of connection. Thus, the environment where the 
terminal is located is composed of four networks: three wi-fi 
access points and a 3G base station (cellular network). 
Therefore, the mobile terminal is shifted 1000m, at an average 
speed of 1m/s, with 3G coverage during all its path, while the 
wi-fi network coverage is segmented. 

Therefore, the mobile device only initializes the data 
collection in order to select the best access network when 
there is at least one wi-fi network available, when the signal 
limit is greater than the established limit and when it may 
possibly stay longer in this environment, avoiding the ping-
pong effect, thus. After confirmation, the mobile device 
initiates the data collection. 

The final decision on network selection shall be taken by 
the cost function (4), in which the weights used by jW  are 

given through the AHP method. In this way, the authors 
standardized parameters using the following assumptions: 

The bigger, the better: 

m}1,2,...,i|max{xij =
ij

ij

x
=)S(x         (1) 

 
The smaller, the better: 

ij
ij x

=)S(x
m}1,2,...,i|min{x ij =

        (2) 

Where ijx  express parameter j in network i. 

The normalization of the parameters is: 

∑
n
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1

 
 m,=i 1,2,...      (3) 

Therefore, the rate of network decision-making can be 
calculated as: 

∑
n

=j
ijji )N(Xw=I

1

 
 m,=i 1,2,...      (4) 

The values of each parameter used to select the best access 
network are characterized in Table I. 

 
TABLE I.  

NETWORK PARAMETERS 
Parameters UMTS WLAN1 WLAN2 WLAN3 

QoS Available 0,4 20 10 30 

factors bandwidth 
Delay 20 30 50 40 
Jitter 5 10 10 10 

Cost 1 0,01 0,01 0,01 
 Bit error 

rate 
10-9 10-6 10-6 10-5 

Reliability 
Packet 
Loss 

0,01 0,1 0,2 0,1 

 Cell load 0,3 0,8 0,1 0,8 
Securit 8 4 2 4 

 

 
The entire article was implemented by using the EXCEL 

spreadsheet. There the data provided by the authors were 
inserted, as well as the values of the collected parameters and 
also the implementation of the AHP method and the above 
equations, which reached the same values of weights and 
results presented in the article. 

The exception of results could be noticed in the 
normalization of parameters of the scenario when the mobile 
is in the area of WLAN2, WLAN3 and 3G network coverage. 
The parameters α, β, γ and δ, express the QoS factors, cost, 
reliability and security respectively. The values generated by 
our implementation differ from those provided by the article, 
as shown in tables II and III below. 

 
TABLE II.  

NORMALIZATION  OF NETWORK PARAMETERS 
Simulation 
Scenarios α β γ δ 

UMTS 0.01 0.48 0.50 0 1 0.87 0.23 0.57 
WLAN2 0.33 0.32 0.25 0.50 0 0.09 0.09 0.29 
WLAN3 0.66 0.20 0.25 0.50 0 0.04 0.68 0.14 

 
 TABLE III.  

OUR NORMALIZATION  OF NETWORK PARAMETERS 
Simulation 
Scenarios α β γ δ 

UMTS 0.01 0.53 0.50 0 1 0.87 0.23 0.57 
WLAN2 0.25 0.21 0.25 0.50 0 0.04 0.69 0.14 
WLAN3 0.99 0.33 0.33 0.99 0 0.09 0.27 0.33 

 
A big difference between the values generated by the 

normalization equation (3) of the authors in [7] in Table II can 
be observed in relation to our values presented in Table III. 
Therefore, the result we reached was that, in the scenario 
where the preference is for reliability and security, the mobile 
selected the 3G network all the times, whereas in the article 
there is a selection for WLAN2 network. 

In addition, when we implement the article in a real testbed, 
we can observe that if there is a value of the collected 
parameters equal to 0, its final result will also be 0, thus 
affecting the choice of the best access network, as it is shown 
in section 5. 

III.  PROPOSALS 

The proposals of this work are presented here with the 
intention of using the fuzzy logic, AHP and GRA for the 
composition of an architecture of network selection in 
heterogeneous wireless network environments.
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A. Proposal 1- Network selection by using Fuzzy logic 

The first network selection proposal aims to using only the 
technique of fuzzy logic considering the accurate output 
provided upon the input of raw data collected by the system, 
as it is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Architecture of proposal 1 using only fuzzy logic only. 

Thus, the system is divided into three functional blocks, 
which are: the collector, processor and decision-maker. 

 
Collector 
The collector aims to collecting data on delay, jitter and 

packet loss, provided by the ping application, as it can be seen 
in Figure 2. The monetary cost parameter is fixed, so there is 
no need to be collected, but only informed by the mobile 
operator, taking the value of wi-fi networks equal to zero real 
and the values in networks 1 and 2 base stations equal to 89.9 
and 79.9 brazilian reals, respectively, since only the access 
from the terminal to the access point is considered, i.e., the 
ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) requisitions of the 
ping (packet internet grouper) application will be transmitted 
from the client terminal to the interface output gateway, 
passing only by the access point it is connected. 

 

 
Figure 2.  File with the collection of ICMP requisitions. 

This collection takes place through two rounds of 10 ICMP 
requisitions, and because we are dealing with the sum of all 
end-to-end delay [8], the average RTT (Round Trip Time) 
values are also stored in each round. 

 
TABLE IV.   

PSEUDOCODE FOR COLLECTOR FUNCTION 
collector(redes, iteracoes, rounds, ICMP, custo) 
{ 
   while(n < rounds) 
   { 
      while(m < iteracoes) 
      { 
         redes.dados = requisicoes.ICMP; 
         delay = f(redes.dados.delay);  
         jitter = f(redes.dados.jitter); 
         perda = f(redes.dados.perda);  
         processor(redes, delay, jitter, perda, custo); 
         n = n + 1; 
      } 
      m = m + 1; 
   }  
} 

 
Processor 

The processor aims to manipulate the data that is collected 
through the fuzzy logic technique in order to classify access 
networks in the environment the terminal is located. For this, 
audio thresholds were used in the fuzzy system, because they 
are already well known and documented and they also state 
that in an audio transmission (VoIP), the delay cannot be 
greater than 300ms, the jitter cannot be greater than 150ms 
and the packet loss may not exceed over 3% [9], [10], which 
makes the sound unintelligible to the human ear in such cases. 

Under this assumption, each linguistic variable (jitter, delay, 
packet loss and monetary cost) has three linguistic terms in the 
fuzzy system, which are: low, medium and high, where the 
universe of discourse of each of them is within the thresholds 
of the audio traffic. Each of these terms was fuzzified with the 
function of triangular relevance and in accordance with 
the Mandani method inference on the obtained result, as it can 
be seen in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3.  Fuzzification. 

Each fuzzy subset within the discourse universe associated 
with the delay is composed of: 
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• low, between 0 and 200; 
• medium, between 100 and 300; 
• high, above 300. 

But the discourse universe associated with the jitter is 
composed of: 

• low, between 0 and 100; 
• medium, between 50 and150; 
• high, above 150. 

The same happens in the discourse universe associated 
with the packet loss: 

• low, between 0 and 1; 
• medium, between 0.5 and 1.5; 
• high, above 1.5. 

And finally, the discourse universe associated with the 
monetary cost: 

• low, between 0 and 90; 
• medium, between 45 and 145; 
• high, above 145. 

Figure 4 illustrates the rules used in this proposal. 
 

 
Figure 4.  Rule Base. 

Finally, in the fuzzification, there is the linguistic variable 
called OQN (Objective Quality of Network) which has five 
linguistic terms: bad, close to good, good, close to great 
and great, as it can be seen in Figure 5. The final result is 
calculated by the center of maximum defuzzification method. 

 

 
Figure 5.  Defuzzification. 

Each fuzzy subset within the discourse universe associated 
with OQN is composed of: 

• bad, between 0 and 1; 
• close to good, between 1 and 3; 
• good, between 2 and 4; 
• close to great, between 3 and 5; 

• great, above 5. 
 

TABLE V.  
PSEUDOCODE FOR PROCESSOR FUNCTION 

processor(redes, delay, jitter, perda, custo) 
{ 

redes.analise[]=delay, jitter, perda;           
OQN=fuzzy(redes.analise.delay, redes.analise.jitter, 
redes.analise.perda, redes.custo); 
decisor(OQN); 

} 
 
Decision-Maker 

The decision-maker module checks, every 60 seconds, the 
total time of iteration, the highest score access point generated 
by the processor module, then stores it in a text file, thereby 
allowing any mobility management solution on layer 3 to read 
it and to take the decision to perform the handover to the 
network stored in its content. Then, as it can be seen, the 
proposed fuzzy system consists of four inputs and one output, 
the latter stating how much quality each network has using 
the OQN variable. 

 
TABLE VI.   

PSEUDOCODE FOR DECISION FUNCTION 
decisor(OQN) 
{ 
  if(WLAN1.OQN > WLAN2.OQN) 
  { 
    if(WLAN1.OQN > 3G1.OQN) 
    { 
      if(WLAN1.OQN > 3G2.OQN) 
      { 
        altera_rede(WLAN1); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        altera_rede(3G2);  
      }  
    } 
    else 
    { 
      if(3G1.OQN > 3G2.OQN) 
      { 
        altera_rede(3G1); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        altera_rede(3G2);  
      }  
    } 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    if(WLAN2.OQN > 3G1.OQN) 
    { 
      if(WLAN2.OQN > 3G2.OQN)  
      { 
        altera_rede(WLAN2); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        altera_rede(3G2);  
      }  
    }  
    else 
    { 
      if(3G1.OQN > 3G2.OQN) 
      { 
        altera_rede(3G1); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        altera_rede(3G2);  
      }  
    } 
  } 
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} 
 
Main 

The algorithm is modularized and parameterized, i.e., it 
enables the user to perform the experiments with the necessary 
amount of ICMP repetitions and requisitions. The algorithm 
below is started to pass on the information the collector 
module will need to gather the values to be processed by the 
processor module. 

 
TABLE VII.   

PSEUDOCODE FOR MAIN FUNCTION 
main() 
{ 
   read(redes); 
   while (redes >= 2 && redes <= 4)  
   { 
     read(host); 
     read(gateway); 
     read(custo[]); 
   } 
   read(iteracoes); 
   read(rounds); 
   read(ICMP); 
   collector(redes, iteracoes, rounds, ICMP, custo);  
} 

 

B. Proposal 2 - Network Selection using Fuzzy Logic, AHP 
and GRA  

The aim of the second proposal of network selection is to 
use the combination of two strategies: fuzzy logic, which is 
alike the first proposal, combined with two MADM methods, 
AHP and GRA. This combination aims to propose a different 
vision of combination between decision-making methods and 
artificial intelligence techniques. 

The choice of AHP was motivated by being an efficient 
method to generate weights for objective data, while the 
choice of GRA was motivated by being a very efficient 
method in sorting alternatives to meet a particular purpose, in 
this case, the choice of the best access network, as it can be 
noted in the authors’ article [4], and [11]. Figure 6 illustrates 
this proposal. 

 

 
Figure 6. Architecture of Proposal 2 using fuzzy logic, AHP and GRA. 

Just as in proposal 1, the system is divided into three 
functional blocks, which are: the collector, the processor and 
the decision-maker. 

 
 

Collector 
The collector module works the same way as in the first 

proposal. 
 
Processor 

The processor module uses all the features of the fuzzy 
logic of the first proposal and, in parallel, it uses the GRA 
method, which will also receive the same collected values of 
jitter, delay, packet loss and monetary cost. The generated 
result will be the rank (score) of each network. This 
classification is possible due to the weights provided by the 
AHP, according to each criterion. The weights generated by 
the AHP for jitter, delay, packet loss and monetary cost 
criteria are 0.18, 0.25, 0.05 and 0.52, respectively. 

These weight values were based on the importance of each 
QoS criterion of network for audio transmission, i.e., for voice 
traffic the jitter has a bit greater importance than the delay and 
they have far greater importance than the packet loss [10], 
while the monetary cost to the user's preference has much 
greater importance than the previous criteria, since it is 
assumed that the user will always opt for the cheapest access 
network when a change in the access network is necessary. 

 
TABLE VIII.   

PSEUDOCODE FOR PROCESSOR FUNCTION 
processor(redes, delay, jitter, perda, custo) 
{ 

ahp[]=peso.delay, peso.jitter, peso.perda, 
peso.custo; 
redes.analise[]=delay, jitter, perda; 
gray=GRA(redes.analise.delay,redes.analise.jitter,r
edes.analise.perda,redes.custo);  
OQN=FUZZY(redes.analise.delay,redes.analise.jitter,
redes.analise.perda,redes.custo);  
NQI=(gray + OQN)/2; 
decisor(NQI); 

} 
 
The decision-maker module checks, every 60 seconds, 

the total time of iteration, the highest score access point 
generated by the processor module, then stores it in a text file, 
thereby allowing any software to read it and to take the 
decision to perform the handover to the network stored in its 
content. Then, as it can be seen, the proposed fuzzy system 
consists of four inputs and one output. This output informs 
how much quality each network has using the NQI (Network 
Quality Index) variable. The value of this variable is the result 
of the arithmetic average of the OQN variable value with the 
GRA value. 

 
TABLE IX.   

PSEUDOCODE FOR DECISION FUNCTION 
decisor(iQR) 
{ 
  if(WLAN1.iQR > WLAN2.iQR) 
  { 
    if(WLAN1.iQR > 3G1.iQR) 
    { 
      if(WLAN1.iQR > 3G2.iQR) 
      { 
        altera_rede(WLAN1); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        altera_rede(3G2);  
      }  
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    } 
    else 
    { 
      if(3G1.iQR > 3G2.iQR) 
      { 
        altera_rede(3G1); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        altera_rede(3G2);  
      }  
    } 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    if(WLAN2.iQR > 3G1.iQR) 
    { 
      if(WLAN2.iQR > 3G2.iQR)  
      { 
        altera_rede(WLAN2); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        altera_rede(3G2);  
      }  
    }  
    else 
    { 
      if(3G1.iQR > 3G2.iQR) 
      { 
        altera_rede(3G1); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        altera_rede(3G2);   
      }  
    } 
  } 
} 

 
Main 

The algorithm is modularized and parameterized, i.e., 
it enables the user to perform the experiments with the 
necessary amount of ICMP repetitions and requisitions. The 
algorithm below is started to pass on the information the 
collector module will need in order to gather the values to 
be processed by the processor module. 

 
TABLE X.  

PSEUDOCODE FOR MAIN FUNCTION 
main() 
{ 
   read(redes); 
   while(redes <= 2) 
   {  
      read(host); 
      read(gateway); 
      read(custo); 
   } 
   read(iteracoes); 
   read(rounds); 
   read(ICMP); 
   collector(redes, iteracoes, rounds, ICMP); 
} 

IV.  METHODOLOGY 

Here the necessary procedures to implement the proposals 
outlined above are presented in order to demonstrate the 
effectiveness in the proposed scenarios. 

 

C. Experiments without mobility 

To assess the impact of network parameters (QoS), jitter, 
delay and packet loss, besides the monetary cost parameter in 

the network selection process without mobility, a scenario 
involving two computers and two  wi-fi access points was set 
up, structured as shown in Figure 7 and with the following 
function: 

• Computer 1: Client; 
• Computer 2: Router; 
• wi-fi access point 1: 802.11b; 
• wi-fi access point 2: 802.11g; 
• 3G Base Station 1: UMTS; 
• 3G Base station 2: UMTS. 

The client computer has two USB (Universal Serial Bus) 
network interfaces and two USB 3G network interfaces, each 
previously connected to its respective access point. Therefore, 
the wi-fi interfaces are connected to access points 1 and 2, 
while the 3G interfaces are connected to base stations 1 and 2 
of distinct cellular operators. 

 

 
Figure 7.  Representation of the scenario structure of the tests without 

mobility. 
 

All computers used in the assembly of this scenario have 
the same configuration: Intel Atom Dual Core processor, 2GB 
RAM and 500GB hard drive. Table 10 shows the list of 
software and hardware installed and used on the computers. 

 
TABLE XI.  

LIST OF SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE USED IN THE SCENARIO FOR THE 

EXPERIMENTS 
Computer Software Hardware 
1 - Linux Ubuntu v. 

11.04 Natty Narwhal 
Operating System; 
 
- gcc v. 4.5.2 

- Two wi-fi network cards: 
* Tenda 802.11N pattern. 
- Two 3G network cards: 
* ONDA MAS190UP model; 
* HUAWEI E173 model. 

2 - FreeBSD v. 8.2 
operating system. 
 
- ipfw dummynet v. 4. 

- Three network cards: 
* 100Mbits Ethernet. 

 
Thus, the experiment consisted of 35 iterations. Each 

iteration is composed of two rounds and each turn consists of 
10 ICMP requisitions from the client bound to the network 
gateway where the interface is connected. The values of jitter, 
delay and packet loss generated in these two turns were 
collected during a whole week, in the morning, afternoon and 
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evening, totaling 420 iterations on a single day. Each item of 
this experiment has the following characteristics: 

• iteration: includes the whole process, i.e., collection, 
processing and decision; 

• turn: is the action of collecting the data for each 
network criterion; 

• collection: consists of sending ICMP requisitions to the 
gateways of each network interface; 

• collection time: is the time at which the collection is 
performed. 

It is noteworthy that the best access network is selected in 
each iteration (60 seconds). The competing traffic generated 
by the server through ipfw (ipfirewall) command was only for 
wi-fi networks, since telecommunication operators do not 
allow access to the infrastructure core of 3G networks. 

D. Experiments with mobility 

To assess the impacts of network parameters (QoS), jitter, 
delay and packet loss, in addition to the monetary cost 
parameter in the network selection process with mobility, a 
scenario with a notebook, access point and a 3G operator was 
set up, structured as shown in Figure 8 and having the 
following function: 

• notebook; 
• wi-fi access point:  802.11g pattern; 
• 3G Base station: UMTS. 

The client computer contains a wi-fi network interface and 
a USB 3G network interface, which are previously connected, 
each to its respective access point. The wi-fi interface is 
connected to the access point, while the 3G interface is 
connected to a base station of a mobile operator. 
 

 
Figure 8.  Representation of the structure of the test scenario with mobility. 

The notebook used in this scenario has the following 
configuration: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 Ghz processor, 4GB RAM 
and 250GB hard drive. Table 16 shows the list of installed and 
used software and hardware. 

 
TABLE XII.  

LIST OF SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE USED IN THE SCENARIO FOR THE 

EXPERIMENTS 
Computer Software Hardware 
1 - Linux Ubuntu v. 11.04 

Natty Narwhal 
Operating System; 
 
- gcc v. 4.5.2. 

- One wi-fi network card: 
* Broadcom model 
BCM4328 802.11b/g pattern. 
- One 3G network card: 
* ONDA MAS190UP model; 

 

Thus, the experiments consisted of 358 iterations generated 
during the one hundred (100) drives, in which fifty (50) from 
the starting point toward the edge of the wi-fi access point cell 
and fifty (50) from the edge of the wi-fi access point cell to 
the starting point, at an average speed of 1m/s straight, as it 
can be seen in Figure 9. 

Each iteration is composed of two turns and each turn 
consists of 10 ICMP requisitions from the client bound only to 
the gateway of each one of the access networks. It collects the 
values of jitter, delay and packet loss generated in these two 
turns. It is important to stress that the best access network is 
selected in each iteration (60 seconds). Each item of this 
experiment has the following characteristics: 

• iteration: includes the whole process, i.e., collection, 
processing and decision; 

• turn: is the action of collecting the data for each 
network criterion; 

• collection: consists of sending ICMP requisitions to the 
gateways of each network interface. 

• collection time: is the time at which the collection is 
performed. 

 

 
Figure 9.  Trajectory of the mobile. 

Based on the experiments of these two scenarios, some 
analyses were necessary to validate the proposals presented in 
this article. 

V. RESULTS 

E. Results of the experiments without mobility 

The result obtained with each of the proposals in the 
scenario without mobility is characterized in the following 
figures, in which charts 1, 2 and 3 represent the collector and 
the processor modules, while charts 4, 5 and 6 represent the 
decision-maker module. In each examination, a universe of 
420 collection iterations of network variables (delay, jitter and 
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packet loss) was observed and also the amount of times a 
particular network was selected by each of the proposals. This 
amount is expressed in percentage in charts 4 to 6, while in 
charts 1 (P1), 2 (P2) and 3 (P3) the averages of these selected 
network variables are shown considering the set of samples 
which resulted in the selection of that particular network. This 
methodology was followed for the presentation of other 
results. 
 
No competing traffic on WLAN1 and WLAN2 networks 

 Figure 10 shows that proposals 2 and 3, charts 5 and 6 
respectively, have succeeded in obtaining great performance 
in selecting the best access network, within the given 
characteristics. 

 

 
Figure 10.  No competing traffic on the WLAN1 and WLAN2 networks. 

As it can be seen in chart 5, WLAN1 network has got 
63.81% of choice, averaging its delay network parameter 
around 500ms, jitter around 30ms and packet loss around 1%. 
The WLAN2 network has obtained 25.95% of choice, 
averaging its delay network parameter around 300ms, jitter 
around 60ms and packet loss around 2%. The 3G1 network 
has obtained 1.67% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 500ms, jitter around 60ms and packet loss 
around 4%. And finally, the 3G2 network has obtained 8.57% 
of choice, averaging its delay network parameter around 
450ms, jitter around 60ms and packet loss around 0%. 

In the first proposal, represented by the fourth chart, there is 
39.38% of choice in the selection of more than one access 
network, which is a problem, since the handover has to 
happen for the best network selected. The WLAN1 network 
has got 40.57% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 350ms, jitter around 50ms and packet loss 
around 0%. The WLAN2 network has obtained 7.40% of 
choice, averaging its delay network parameter around 500ms, 

jitter around 150ms and packet loss around 3%. The 3G1 
network has obtained 2.86% of choice, averaging its delay 
network parameter around 450ms, jitter around 60ms and 
packet loss around 3%. Finally, the 3G2 network has got 
9.79% of choice, averaging its delay network parameter 
around 550ms, jitter around 60ms and packet loss around 0%. 

The authors’ proposal in [7], represented by chart 6, has not 
selected any network in 53.33% of total iterations, because in 
addition to the criterion of packet loss that can have a value of 
0, the monetary cost criterion has a value of 0 real in the 
WLAN1 and WLAN2 networks. The 3G1 network has 
obtained 16.67% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 600ms, jitter around 180ms and packet loss 
around 12%. The 3G2 network has got 30% of choice, 
averaging its delay network parameter around 14000ms, jitter 
around 13500ms and packet loss around 13%. 

 
Moderate competing traffic in the WLAN1 network 

Figure 11 shows that proposals 2 and 3, charts 5 and 6 
respectively, have succeeded in obtaining great performance 
in selecting the best access network, within the given 
characteristics. 

As it can be seen in chart 5, the WLAN2 network obtained 
61.19% of choice, averaging its delay network parameter 
around 400ms, jitter around 60ms and packet loss around 1%. 
The 3G1 network has obtained 9.29% of choice, averaging its 
delay network parameter around 400ms, jitter around 70ms 
and packet loss around 0%. And finally, the 3G2 network has 
obtained 29.52% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 400ms, jitter around 60ms and packet loss 
around 0%. It may be observed that because the WLAN1 
network parameters are above the audio traffic parameters 
considered as good or great, it was not selected in any of 
the iterations. 

In the first proposal, represented by chart 4, there is 0.24% 
of choice in selecting more than one access network, which 
causes a problem, since the handover has to happen for the 
best network selected. The WLAN2 network has obtained 
55.24% of choice, averaging its delay network parameter 
around 400ms, jitter around 60ms and packet loss around 1%. 
The 3G1 network has obtained 11.19% of choice, averaging 
its delay network parameter around 400ms, jitter around 70ms 
and packet loss around 0%. And finally, the 3G2 network has 
obtained 33.33% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 400ms, jitter around 60ms and packet loss 
around 0%. 

The authors’ proposal in [7], represented by chart 6, has not 
selected any network in 75.95% of total iterations, because in 
addition to the criterion of packet loss that can have a value of 
0, the monetary cost criterion has a value of 0 real in the 
WLAN1 and WLAN2 networks. The 3G1 network has 
obtained 6.19% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 700ms, jitter around 300ms and packet loss 
around 8%. The 3G2 network has obtained 17.86% of choice, 
averaging its delay network parameter around 4800ms, jitter 
around 4100ms and packet loss around 3%. 
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Figure 11.  Moderate competing traffic in the WLAN1 network. 

Moderate competing traffic in the WLAN1 network 
Figure 12 shows that proposals 2 and 3, charts 5 and 6 

respectively, have succeeded in obtaining great performance 
in selecting the best access network, within the given 
characteristics. 

As it can be seen in chart 5, the WLAN1 network has got 
82.62% of choice, averaging its delay network parameter 
around 300ms, jitter around 20ms and packet loss around 2%. 
The 3G1 network has obtained 2.86% of choice, averaging its 
delay network parameter around 400ms, jitter around 120ms 
and packet loss around 0%. And finally, the 3G2 network has 
obtained 14.52% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 400ms, jitter around 110ms and packet loss 
around 2%. It may be observed that because the WLAN2 
network parameters are above the audio traffic parameters 
considered as good or great, it was not selected in any of the 
iterations.  

In the first proposal, represented by chart 4, there is 0.71% 
of choice in the selection of more than one access network, 
which causes a problem, since the handover has to happen 
for the best network selected. The WLAN1 network has got 
79.52% of choice, averaging its delay network parameter 
around 300ms, jitter around 20ms and packet loss around 2%. 
The 3G1 network has obtained 3.10% of choice, averaging 
its delay network parameter around 400ms, jitter around 
120ms and packet loss around 0%. And finally, the 3G2 
network has obtained 16.67% of choice, averaging its delay 
network parameter around 400ms, jitter around 110ms and 
packet loss around 2%. 

 

 
Figure 12.  Moderate competing traffic in WLAN2 network. 

The authors’ proposal in [7], represented by chart 6, has not 
selected any network in 51.19% of total iterations, because in 
addition to the criterion of packet loss that can have a value of 
0, the monetary cost criterion has a value of 0 real in the 
WLAN1 and WLAN2 networks.  The 3G1 network has 
obtained 16.19% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 1400ms, jitter around 900ms and packet loss 
around 10%. The 3G2 network has obtained 32.62% of choice, 
averaging its delay network parameter around 8000ms, jitter 
around 7500ms and packet loss around 9%.  

 
Moderate competing traffic in the WLAN1 and WLAN2 
networks 

Figure 13 shows that proposals 2 and 3, charts 5 and 6 
respectively, have succeeded in obtaining great performance 
in selecting the best access network, within the given 
characteristics. 

As it can be seen in chart 5, the 3G1 network has obtained 
29.52% of choice, averaging its delay network parameter 
around 500ms, jitter around 60ms and packet loss around 0%. 
And finally, the 3G2 network has obtained 70.48% of choice, 
averaging its delay network parameter around 400ms, jitter 
around 50ms and packet loss around 2%. It may be observed 
that because the WLAN1 and WLAN2 network parameters 
are above the audio traffic parameters considered as good or 
great, they were not selected in any of the iterations.  
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Figure 13.  Moderate competing traffic in the WLAN1 and WLAN2 

networks. 

In the first proposal, represented by chart 4, there is 2.62% 
of choice in selecting more than one access network, which is 
considered a problem, since the handover has to happen for 
the best network selected. The WLAN2 network has obtained 
0.24% of choice, averaging its delay network parameter 
around 6700ms, jitter around 500ms and packet loss around 
0%. The 3G1 network has obtained 27.62% of choice, 
averaging its delay network parameter around 500ms, jitter 
around 60ms and packet loss around 0%. And finally, the 3G2 
network has obtained 69.52% of choice, averaging its delay 
network parameter around 400ms, jitter around 50ms and 
packet loss around 2%. 

The authors’ proposal in [7], represented by chart 6, has not 
selected any network in 54.52% of total iterations, because in 
addition to the criterion of packet loss that can have a value of 
0, the monetary cost criterion has a value of 0 real in the 
WLAN1 and WLAN2 networks. The 3G1 network has 
obtained 19.05% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 700ms, jitter around 200ms and packet loss 
around 11%. The 3G2 network has obtained 26.43% of choice, 
averaging its delay network parameter around 14000ms, jitter 
around 13000ms and packet loss around 9%. 
 
High competing traffic in the WLAN1 network 

Figure 14 shows that proposals 2 and 3, charts 5 and 6 
respectively, have succeeded in obtaining great performance 
in selecting the best access network, within the given 
characteristics. 

 
Figure 14.  Competing traffic in the WLAN1 network. 

As it can be seen in chart 5, the WLAN2 network has 
obtained 65.95% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameters around 400ms, jitter around 50ms and packet loss 
around 4%. The 3G1 network has obtained 12.14% of choice, 
averaging its delay network parameter around 400ms, jitter 
around 190ms and packet loss around 0%. And finally, the 
3G2 network has obtained 21.90% of choice, averaging its 
delay network parameter around 400ms, jitter around 50ms 
and packet loss around 0%. It may be observed that because 
the WLAN1 network parameters are above the audio traffic 
parameters considered as good or great, it was not selected in 
any of the iterations.  

In the first proposal, represented by chart 4, there is 0.71% 
of choice in the selection of more than one access network, 
which is considered a problem, since the handover has to 
happen for the best network selected. The WLAN2 network 
has obtained 59.05% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 400ms, jitter around 50ms and packet 
loss around 4%. The 3G1 network has obtained 14.29% of 
choice, averaging its delay network parameter around 400ms, 
jitter around 190ms and packet loss around 0%. And finally, 
the 3G2 network has obtained 25.95% of choice, averaging its 
delay network parameter around 400ms, jitter around 50ms 
and packet loss around 0%. 

The authors’ proposal in [7], represented by chart 6, has not 
selected any network in 59.76% of total iterations, because in 
addition to the criterion of packet loss that can have a value of 
0, the monetary cost criterion has a value of 0 real in the 
WLAN1 and WLAN2 networks. The 3G1 network has 
obtained 10.24% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 1900ms, jitter around 1550ms and packet 
loss around 10%. The 3G2 network has got 30% of choice, 
averaging its delay network parameter around 6400ms, jitter 
around 5550ms and packet loss around 8%. 
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High competing traffic in the WLAN2 network 
Figure 15 shows that proposals 2 and 3, charts 5 and 6 

respectively, have succeeded in obtaining great performance 
in selecting the best access network, within the given 
characteristics.  

 

 
Figure 15. Competing traffic in WLAN2 network. 

As it can be seen in chart 5, the WLAN1 network has got 
86.43% of choice, averaging its delay network parameter 
around 250ms, jitter around 10ms and packet loss around 2%. 
The 3G1 network has obtained 3.10% of choice, averaging 
its delay network parameter around 260ms, jitter around 10ms 
and packet loss around 0%. And finally, the 3G2 network has 
obtained 10.48% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 250ms, jitter around 10ms and packet loss 
around 0%. It may be observed that because the WLAN2 
network parameters are above the audio traffic parameters 
considered as good or great, it was not selected in any of the 
iterations.   

In the fourth graph representing the first proposal, there is 
0.48% of choice in the selection of more than one access 
network, which is a problem, since the handover has to 
happen for the best network selected. The WLAN1 network 
has got 83.33% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 250ms, jitter around 10ms and packet loss 
around 2%. The 3G1 network has obtained 4.52% of choice, 
averaging its delay network parameter around 260ms, jitter 
around 10ms and packet loss around 0%. And finally, the 3G2 
network has obtained 11.67% of choice, averaging its delay 
network parameter around 250ms, jitter around 10ms and 
packet loss around 0%. 

The authors’ proposal in [7], represented by chart 6, has not 
selected any network in 54.52%of total iterations, because in 
addition to the criterion of packet loss that can have a value of 
0, the monetary cost criterion has a value of 0 real in WLAN1 

and WLAN2 networks. The 3G1 network has obtained 
13.57% of choice, averaging its delay network parameter 
around 250ms, jitter around 10ms and packet loss around 10%. 
The 3G2 network has obtained 31.90% of choice, averaging 
its delay network parameter around 300ms, jitter around 15ms 
and packet loss around 7%. 
 
High competing traffic in WLAN1 and WLAN2 networks 

Figure 16 shows that the second proposal, chart 5, has 
performed well in selecting the best access network when 
compared to the first proposal, but a little worse than the third 
proposal. 

 

 
Figure 16. Competing traffic in the WLAN1 and WLAN2 networks 

As it can be seen in chart 5, there is 0.24% of choice in 
the selection of more than one access network, which is a 
problem, since the handover has to happen for the best 
network selected. The WLAN1 network has got 1.19% of 
choice, averaging its delay network parameter around 
30400ms, jitter around 21000ms and packet loss around 
80%. The WLAN2 network has obtained 1.67% of choice, 
averaging its delay network parameter around 50400ms, jitter 
around 42000ms and packet loss around 80%. The 3G1 
network has obtained 20.95% of choice, averaging its delay 
network parameter around 400ms, jitter around 10ms and 
packet loss around 0%. And finally, the 3G2 network has 
obtained 75.95% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 400ms, jitter around 10ms and packet loss 
around 2%. 

In the first proposal, represented by chart 4, there is 2.14% 
of choice in the selection of more than one access network, 
which is considered a problem, since the handover has to 
happen for the best network selected. The WLAN1 network 
has obtained 0.48% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 15400ms, jitter around 10ms and packet loss 
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around 80%. The WLAN2 network has obtained 0.24% of 
choice, averaging its delay network parameter around 
15400ms, jitter around 10ms and packet loss around 80%. The 
3G1 network has obtained 20.95% of choice, averaging its 
delay network parameter around 400ms, jitter around 10ms 
and packet loss around 0%. And finally, the 3G2 network has 
obtained 75.95% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 400ms, jitter around 10ms and packet loss 
around 2%. 

The authors’ proposal in [7], represented by chart 6, has not 
selected any network in 44.05% of total iterations, because in 
addition to the criterion of packet loss that can have a value of 
0, the monetary cost criterion has a value of 0 real in the 
WLAN1 and WLAN2 networks. The 3G1 network has 
obtained 20.24% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 400ms, jitter around 10ms and packet loss 
around 14%. The 3G2 network has obtained 35.71% of choice, 
averaging its delay network parameter around 400ms, jitter 
around 15ms and packet loss around 12%. 
 
Result of the experiments with mobility 

To obtain the results presented in this scenario a set of 358 
collection iterations of the network variables was considered 
during the 50 drives/shifts from the access point to the edge 
and vice versa. 

 

 
Figure 17.  Traffic in the environment with mobility. 

As it can be seen in chart 5, the WLAN network has 
obtained 86.59% of choice, averaging its delay network 
parameter around 1000ms, jitter around 1000ms and packet 
loss around 12%.  The 3G network has obtained 13.41% of 
choice, averaging its delay network parameter around 900ms, 
jitter around 10ms and packet loss around 0%. Although the 
3G network parameters are smaller than the WLAN network, 

the monetary cost parameter in the WLAN is 0 real and in the 
3G network 89.90 reais, leading to a preference for the 
WLAN network. 

In the first proposal, chart 4, there is 14.80% of choice in 
the selection of more than one access network, which is 
considered a problem, since the handover has to happen for 
the best network selected. The WLAN network has obtained 
72.91% of choice, averaging its delay network parameter 
around 100ms, jitter around 10ms and packet loss around 8%. 
The 3G network has got 12.29% of choice, averaging its delay 
network parameter around 1700ms, jitter around 900ms and 
packet loss around 1%. 

The authors’ proposal in [7], represented by chart 6, has not 
selected any network in 44.05% of total iterations, because in 
addition to the criterion of packet loss that can have a value of 
0, the monetary cost criterion has a value of 0 real in WLAN 
network. The 3G network has obtained 62.29% of choice, 
averaging its delay network parameter around 10000ms, jitter 
around 9500ms and packet loss around 25%. 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The network selection is a very important step, or even the 
most important, in the handover process, since it will make 
every effort in implementing the handover so that the terminal 
can connect to the selected network through decision-making 
techniques that best meet the user’s access point preferences. 

Therefore, we can see that the decision-making methods are 
useful in sorting alternatives in order to achieve a goal, and 
together with an artificial intelligence technique, the result 
becomes even more accurate. 

As future work, we intend to integrate these proposals with 
handover software by encompassing the whole process of 
mobility management. 
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